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President Painter Addresses College Community
BY MATTHEW PRINCE
Managing Editor

On Monday, April 11th Interim President Rev. Borden W.
Painter '58 spoke before a
crowded Ferris Gymnasium on
the future of Trinity College, and
what role he sees himself playing in that future.
Faculty, students, and administrators packed the gym
and sat amongst each other to
hear President Painter speak.
Almost the entire seating capacity of Ferris was used, including
the additional five rows of folding chairs placed in front of the
wooden bleachers.
As President Painter and
Alfred J. Koeppel '54, Chairman
of the Trinity Board of Trustees,
entered the room the audience
rose in a standing ovation expressing the anticipation, respect, and enthusiasm for what
their new president was about
to say.
Koeppel
introduced
"Bordy," saying that the school
has come from the depression
of losing ex-President Tom
' Gerety on a snowy day in February, to the excitement of the
beautiful, sunny day at hand.
"Confusion and concern have
been replaced by confidence and

promise." It was, as he said,
nothing short of "symbolic."
Koeppel went on to give a
brief description of President
Painter's resume, especially
emphasizing his love for the
college. Koeppel stated that
when the Board of Trustees was
interviewing candidates for the
position they were, "extremely
impressed with Bordy's love of
the college," and that he was, "a

"I'm not going to give a
detailed agenda on what we're
going to do," President Painter
explained as a preface to the
themeofhisspeech. "Thetheme
is simply stated. It comes from
myunderstandingofthisschool
... that theme is continuity and
change."
Explaining this theme further, Painter said, "Trinity lives
today because it has changed,

"Trinity has always asked me to do more than
I thought I could do. Today is no exception...." — President Borden Painter
loyal son of the college."
Koeppel went so far as to say
that, "The first name that came
to my mind [when trying to find
an Interim President] was
Borden Painter."
President Painter took the
podium a bit nervously. He
thanked the faculty, administrators, and especially the students for coming, and urged
them to keep up their enthusiasm. He also thanked Koeppel,
whose "annual giving took a
quantum leap," Painter declared, making reference to the
tremendous amount of work
that Koeppel has put into the
last month.

and it must continue to change
ifitwantstoliveproudly." President Painter cited the emergence
of new fields of study and interest as positive changes for the
college.
But his confidence and enthusiasm built as he explained
what he saw as constant in
Trinity's history. "Trinity has
always asked me to do more
than I thought I could do. Today is no exception... it was true
for me as a freshman in 1954, as
a new professor in 1964, as a
new chairman in 1974, as Dean
of the Faculty in 1984, and it's
true now in 1994." To this the
crowd burst into applause.

President Borden Painter in his
College on Monday.
"This is what the liberal arts are
all about — liberation .... you
learn again and again and again
how much you don't know, so
you must keep learning."
"The center to which we
must focus all decisions... is the
maintenance and enhancement

address to the
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of the intellectual and academic
quality of Trinity College,"
PresidenrPainterfocused, "Our
job is to stretch you and to challenge you."
Again, Painter pointed out
that, "Trinity lives because it
please turn to page 6

Senior Awarded Watson fellowship
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE &
AMY MCGILL
News Writer & News Editor

The first time the Thomas J.
Watson fellowship was
awarded to a Trinity College student was in 1969. This tradition
continued this year when Melissa R. Kerin '94 became the
39th Trinity senior to receive the
prestigious fellowship. The
15,000 dollar scholarship was
awarded to her for her proposal,
"A study of Preservation and
Change in Ancient Tibetan Sacred Art." Kerin's proposal was
selected form a pool of 200 college seniors from around the,
country. She is one of 60 recipients of the fellowship.
According to Kerin, "The
focus of the Watson is to give a
student an opportunity to thoroughly investigate specific cultural issues, that encompasses
art, science, anthropology... it
has a huge span, really." Kerin
submitted her proposal to the
Trinity College Watson Committee" which is comprised of 5
faculty members, in late September. The committee spent
the following month narrowing
down the pool of applicants and
r " '
seniors where cho-

Drunk Driver Smashes Into
Photo Shoot, 1 Student Injured
BY J I M B A R R

.litor-m-Chict

KEU.Y COUIS
Melissa Kerin '94, who was awarded the Thomas
J. Watson fellowship.
sen to submit their proposals to gin sometime between July and
the national committee. Kerin September first," to continue to
commented, "It was a very te- explore my interest in the reladious and arduous process but tionship between art and culvery worthwhile." This diffi- ture, specifically, the sacred art
cult process and the degree of of the Tibetan culture which is
competitionmakes accomplish- on the threshold of extinction."
ment extraordinary.
Kerin spent Spring semester
Kerin said that she will use 1993 studying with the School
please turn to page 8
her fellowship, which_will_be-

The ntembeis of After
Dai k, a Ti mil} a C Apt ll.i flroup
nrmowlv avoided serious ni|u
nes dunng a photo-s-hnot for
their upcoming album
According to lairett
'9=!, the group
Wiin led A picl in e ot Lhenibeh es
inhontof a street iign on Broad
Stipt't. The &igr. WAS hung in
ji\ijnt months JTid piocijnm
that "Vehicles useJ to solicit
prostitution .no sub|i'cI to seizure " Riishmuie explained
thai the pit tuio was to contain
membe r& otlho group, the sign,
andhiscar, a "pistachiogreen"
1975 Buick" century "with paisley'interiors and power windows,"
Rushmore told The Tripod
that he, Jeff Pyle '97, Adam
Kreisel '94,'Fyler Booth '97,and
John Prendergast '94 drove to
the corner of Broad & Vernon
streets where one of thesesigns
is located. Rushmore parked
his carand put thehazard lights

on and the •_! cvipw aiti'il for ihc
rest of Alter 1 )ark to show up.
While tliesludents. waned,
a Toyota Corolla dm jug dour
Vernon Street r-in the red lisjlii
According to Kushmoi e, Ihecai
"1 lit a pothole, ,s wei vcd, hi t n
car, did a JfiO, and stopped."
Two men <>ot out of the car
holdini* 40 ounce bottles or bi>pT
and fled trte bcene.
Adam Murphy l>4, a w-lncsp, said that the men fled
dow n the street and ian into .1
house on Iiioad Street
Rushmoie &tiid Ilia I the
Toyota had a !aige ciack in rlv
hind shield where il appeared
thep'isst'iijvrhuri ^m.ished hi
head, but still managed to ilee
the scene with a severely bleeding head. The front end of the
Toyota was smashed in, but
Rushmore said that his car
"on ly has a few dents in it," He
added that the fender is
smashed and the trunk won't
close.
Prendergast was the only
student injured in the incident.
please mm to page 6
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AZO Desetves Recognition
As Commtmlty Mentbere

Locks Ineffective

educational environment. Sigma Nu
and Alpha Zeta Omega share a house on
I am a Senior at Trinity College and Allen Place which the College generover the last four years I've noticed great ously donated to Lockwood.
The purpose of this letter is to berate
changes which bode well for the future.
My class has seen and survived exten- The Trinity Tripod for not publicly recogsive changes in the curriculum, adminis- nizing the creation of a new sorority on
tration, and even the physical appear- campus. The excellence inherent in our
ances of the College. I write this letter to sisterhood easily compensates for any
address an oversight by Tfie Tripod of one temporarylackofhugenumbers. Weare
To the Editor:

ver the last two breaks in the college schedule there has been a rash
of computer burglaries from college dormitories. Over $10,000 in
computer equipment has been stolen from dormitory rooms since
December. Trinity College is not liable for one penny of the losses suffered.
All of the burglaries have been from locked rooms, and without any
sign of forced entry. There are two methods of entry to dormitory rooms—
a combination or a master key.
It is not plausible that the thefts are due to people distributing their
combo, or someone getting a quick glance at the master list of dorm
combinations. Only the most expensive equipment has been stolen from
buildings. Rooms and rooms of older computers and expensive stereos
have been passed up for several locations with expensive computer items.
I believe that whoever is stealing the computers has his/her run of the
buildings. In Ogilby and Cook, two of the dorms where computers have
been taken, many of the rooms contain computer equipment, but only the
most expensive computers have been taken. The Tripod office in the
basement of the Jackson dormitory was one of the sites of a computer
burglary over spring break. Five older Macintosh computers were taken
and only the newest and most expensive computer was taken.
This kind of finicky theft is only possible when the burglar has the
ability to enter and search every dormitory room. To do this, one would
need a master key.
When it comes to master keys, there are basically two that are important. The 165 key opens all of the small, round combination locks. The 600
key opens the larger, rectangular locks such as those in Jones and New
Dorm. The 600 key also opens the exterior door of most buildings as well
as professors' offices and just about everything else.
Who has access to the master keys at our College? There are at least 72
legally issued copies of the 165 key. These copies are issued to administrators, security officers, and B&G repairmen. If there are 72 copies in
circulation, how many people have access to such a key? The answer is
unknown.
It is the College's responsibility to ensure the Safety of the students and
their property. In order for students to feel at least partially secure about
their dormitory rooms, it is absolutely necessary that these locks be rekeyed. Just because these thefts are not out of the college's pocketbook is
no reason to ignore them. By distributing an obscene number of keys, the
locks have been rendered completely insecure. It would be irresponsible
to continue forcing students to tryst their possessions tot loc^s -that t)ie
college administration knows are insecure.
When the lacks are rckcyed, the College should exercise responsible
judgment in redistributing the new master keys. Seventy two copies of a
master key is completely unacceptable and irresponsible,
Copies of the new keys should be issued to Buildings and Grounds and
Campus Safety. Any college employees or maintenance staff requiring
these keys should sign them out. There is absolutely no need for that many
keys.
J.L.B.

As each fraternity and sorority makes monumental
changes in its own status on campus, it's time The Tripod noticed us as equal to other sororities and fraternities.
of the more important issues to face our
College.
While I was abroad during the previous scholastic year, I learned of the
Trustees' decision to make our college
fraternal system coeducational. I returned to campus in the Fall of 1993 for
my senior year and saw posters advertising a coeducational rush presented by
the brothers of the Sigma Nu Fraternity.
I attended the rush on a lark with female
friends.
During the fall, the brothers of Sigma
Nu helped us create the Alpha Zeta
Omega Sorority. We now are full sisters
of our own organization and have our
own independence.
• We maintain our autonomy from
Sigma Nu, but meet together with Sigma
Nu as Lockwood for meetings and social
events. Theodore D. Lockwood was
President of the College from 1968-1981
and helped Trinity's transitiprt to a co- "

proud of our scholastic excellence and
community service achievements.
Sisters of Alpha Zeta Omega sit on
the Student Government, volunteer at a
local homeless shelter, serve as Peer
Monitors and Educators, and are members of the Residential Life program. We
took part equally with other Greek organizations to help plan the Greek Fest of
March 18th. Alpha Zeta Omega takes part
in the Trinity College community as much as
other Greek organizations.

The trustees mandated coeducation
and we took the opportunity to create a
different option. As each fraternity and
sorority makes monumental changes in
its own status on campus/it's time The
Tripod noticed us as equal to other sororities and fraternities.
Sincerely,
Jennifer B. Ingersoll '94
President qf AZft Sorority

Trinity Community Di§
college, but takin' our shoofin lr
too much Didn't they realize that was
In view of the recent Hartford our secret last line of defense? With a
Courant's photo of the Feds taking back little windage and elevation, we could
the two cannons from Admiral Farragut's have taken care of the charge of the Broad
USS Hartford, which have guarded Street Gang up our eastern flank.
Bishop Brownell's statue since my unWell, it looks like'General Painter is
dergraduate days, I'm forced to yell "just gonna have to lead a repression party to
a cotton-pickin' minute!" It's bad (or Groton next Fall before the Amherst
good) enough we lost someone to a rival game.
To the Editor:

Sincerely,
Ralph Davis '53
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Alums' Advice On Selection Process For New President
Alumni Should Have Seat On
Vietnam War Veterans
Presidential Selection Committee
Honorable And Dedicated
To the Editor:

To the Editor:

As someone who spent most of
the 1960's either at Trinity or in Vietnam, I am not in the least surprised at
Tom Gerety's recent disappointing
actions. Gerety has always boasted to

society in those days and which has
continued to plague our colleges and
universities since those trying days,
whenso many souls were tested and
found wanting.
Would Colin Powell or Norman
Schwartzkopf, both Vietnam veter-

1 hope Gerety's actions will lead some Trinity students
to begin to question the conventional wisdom, about
Vietnam veterans and antiwar protesters, and which
class of people you would trust to lead you and act'
honorably underpressure.
Trinity's students, faculty and alumni
about his role back then as an antiwar
protester and draft dodger.
In the Sixties, these were the
people whose self-proclaimed superior intelligence and moral sensitivities entitled them (by their lights) to
elevate their own interests (personal
safety, ambition) above tiny inconvenient duty to their society or Iheir
follow m^n.
Gerety's action* are entirely consistent with the hypocritical, selfish
rot that started infecting American

arts and proud of their service, have
done to you what Gerety did?
I hope Gerety's actions will lead
some Trinity students to begin to
question the conventional wisdom
about Vietnam veterans and antiwar
pro testers, and which class of people
you would trust to lead you and act
honorably under pressure
Sincerely,
David Clayton Carrad '65
U.S. Army, 1966-69
Vietnam, 1968-69

Clemens Driveway Poses
As A Major Safety Hazard
To the Editor:
Doing my job as a walkbeat patrol
security officer, 1 have had more than
the opportunity to observe most of what
happens in my area from a front row
seat.
One such event is vehicles leaving
Clemens Dorm Parking Lot trying to
make a left on B & G driveway towards
New Britain Avenue.
If I were working with the Motor
Vehicle Department, this would be a

in the back of my mind the many facial
expressions I've.witnessed. If categpn,
rized, these would include anger, dis- :
gust, bewilderment, astonishment, and
just plain pissed-off.
Building and ground workers and
management have, no doubt, driven the
grounds of Trinity College and for whatever reason, have not seen this problem,
or even worse, have chosen to ignore it.
The big question is, should visitors,
friends, family members, and students
continue to endure this crazy problem?

Building and ground workers and management have, no
doubt, driven the grounds of Trinity College and for
whatever reason, have not seen this problem., or even
worse, have chosen to ignore it.
good area to test drivers on their reflexes, judgment, and vision. From what
I have seen already, I can safely say that
most of the older folks, parents, and
visitors would definitely fail this test
due to no fault on their part.
The turn is impossible to clear without climbing a curb on either side of the
roadway, or narrowly missing the lamp
post on the far side of the road, or just
destroying the well-talked-about lawn.
As I watched all these drivers put
their maneuverability to work, I placed

Can this "BIG PROBLEM" be fixed, and
if yes, how much more time will bewasted
before they no longer have to endure this
monkey of a curb/turn?
I suggest to Building and Grounds
Department that it would be a good day
for everyone who visits Trinity College,
particularly Clemens Parking Lot when
the monkey (curb/turn) is removed from
our back (exit).
Sincerely,
Name Withheld

Policy Concerning Letters To The Editor;
*Please note: Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m. the
Friday preceding publication the following Tuesday. Letters should address the
Editor, and not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be
printed, although names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. The
Trinity Tripod will not publish any letter the Editors judge to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect the views or opinions of this paper. Letters may be of any length, but please
limit them to five-hundred words. Letters are pointed according to space availability. The Trinity Tripod reserves the right to edit all letters for clarity and brevity.
Any letters composed on a Macintosh may be submitted to The Trinity Tripod
through the DocEx server in the General Resources zone of the Trinity College
network. Letters may also be submitted on Macintosh or DOS disk.

could prove to be an asset to the committee so populated by those perhaps too
As a member of that ever-increas- close to the forest.
ing group of disenchanted alumni, I can
2. A special effort must be made to
only say Hallelujah! to the events of the seek Presidential candidates from among
past month. This is a watershed event in Trinity's graduates, and/or the Hartford
the history of Trinity, and I am confident community. Let's get someone who
it will prove to be a very positive and knows and loves the college, its institumuch-needed unifying force. The ap- tions, and its surrounding enough to bepointment of Borden Painter is a strong come its President. Historically, the most
affirmation of this direction.
successful presidents of the college have

Not only would those alumni who accepted a position on
the Selection Committee thereby exhibit an unselfish
dedication to the college, but they would also bring a
different point of view, experience, and a de facto distance
which could prove to be an asset to the committee so populated by those perhaps too close to the forest.
I would like to make a comment,
however, on the makeup of'the new
Presidential search committee which was
represented in The Tripod to consist of 7
Trustees, 5 faculty, and 2 students. How
about some representation from the largest and most important constituency of
the college— the "at-large" alumni?
Along this line, I offer the following:
1. Not only would those alumni
who accepted aposition on the Selection
Committee thereby exhibit an unselfish
dedication to the college, but they would
also bring a different point of view, experience, and a de facto distance which

either been alumni or members of the
community who have proven a dedication to the city and to Trinity, more than
just to themselves. Rest assured that any
graduate of Trinity or member of the"
community willing to accept this job
would not only thereby acknowledge
his dedication, but intrinsically knowing
the importance and significance thereof,
would insist on living on campus!
Trinity has a new lease on life. I'm
excited.
Sincerely,
Richard P. Brainerd '64

the President anda Dean who considered me a "nuisance and idealist." I

by Professor McKee in the March 15th Gerety will handle this at Amherst.)
Tripod'. "The courage of moral and Do we wantLatinosand Asians to also
ethical conviction expressed when one separate themselves?
is in the minority on a controversial
This is but one of several imporissue," Such was shown by a college tant issues in need of an open forum to

Although I have opposed separate Black Gatherings, I
Jiave bowed to the majority and attended both so far.
They can be held as a part of the college's official reunion.
president in the mid-September strip allow .full expression by the Trinity
of Gary Trudeau's Dootu'sbury for ten Family. The whole matter of Disient is
days He refused to back down and go at iShue here. Although I have opalong with the popular trend aiding posed separate Black Gathering-,, 1
and abetting Ihe self-resegregationof have bowed to the majority and atnonwhite students, e\ en al the risk of tended both so far. Tht1} iMnbehcldas
en using them to unite against him.
a part of the college'*; official reunion.
SincemyOctober lit appointment President Painter must help us Do Ihe
with Tom Gerety was postponed, I Right TJmtg Resegregation wab the
could not discuss it with him. So my subject of editorials on Channel 3 toconcerns were in the next week's Tri- day and yesteiday.
imd 1 om C ondon, ot Ihe Hartford Coitrtmi, rtgiyed with iny belief Ilia I s«;p<iSiuutuely,
r ateness hampers diversity* He quoted
Ralph Davis'53 •

As Logictilli/ Inconsistent Thoughts Invade

^

OwCampiis,

Our Gannons,
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Elections Offer Vehicle ForChange In Upcoming Year
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Opinion Editor

In the past few weeks, The Tripod's
Opinionsectionhasincluded articles discussing the future of Trinity, as a result of
President Gerety's resignation and appointment of President Painter as Interim President. While these certainly
will affect the future of Trinity, students
need to recognize the avenues for change
which will present themselves in the
immediate future.
The Student Government Association and The Tripod will, in the upcoming
weeks, call upon us to select our student
leaders for the next year and next semester, respectively. These events should
not be overlooked; herein, the students
will declare what direction they want to
seeTrinityproceed. After all, it is through
these two institutions, primarily, in which
students are able to voice themselves to
other students, parents, faculty, administration, alumni, and Trustees.
In this past semester alone, both a
new government and another forum of
printdialoguehavebeenproposed. What
does this say about the political atmosphere of Trinity? Quite a bit. Certainly

these proposals are not indicative of an
apathetic campus.
Regardless of the degree to which
these efforts are (or were) successful, the
fact remains that these efforts were extended and ideas were vocalized. This
obviously indicates some sort of discontent with the current structures or people
in power — which is great. This discontent is the source from which constructive change can emerge. Now it is our
responsibility, as active members of the
Trinity community, to ensure that such
change does take place.
There are two methods by which we
can ensure that such change occurs. The
first is that the individual accepts the
responsibility to run and become elected
to office for whichever position he desires and feels will be most effective for
achieving whatever ends he has in sight;
or, the individual may elect whichever
candidate or candidates he feels will most
effectively achieve these ends.
We must consider" what qualities
constitute a leader. Dedication, sincerity, commitment, and the ability to interactwith peers immediatelycome to mind.
But I also believe that we need leaders
with opinions and no inhibition of ex-

Winer Shares ResultsOf
Sexual Assault Survey
To the Editor,

Seventeen percent of the students
reported that another person has used
superior physical strength to engage in
some type of sexual contact with them.
Twenty-three percent reported that
another person had engaged in sexual
intercourse or sexual contact with them

The Deans of Students Office has
just completed a survey of 440 Trinity
Students (191 males,231 females and 17
unidentified) and their experiences with
and opinions about sexual aggression
betweenstudents. Asurveyo£34qp(e£^
tions was administrated to thirteen expressed that they did not"want to.
cJasses/rom a variety of disciplines, ten Seven percenf indicated that another
with an enrollment of fifty or more, and person had used threats of physical
three senior seminars. Students com- force to engage in sexual intercourse or
pleted the survey in class. The initial sexual contact with them. Twentyfindings are revealing and we thought seven percent stated that on one or
it was imp ortant to share them with the more occasion they were forced into
community for Sexual Assault Aware- some type of sexual contact. Some of
these assaults may not have occurred
ness Week,
Ninety percent of the students sur- at Trinity College or involved another
veyed believe that Trinity students are Trinity College student; some may have
concerned about sexualassaultbetween occurred at secondary school.
Fifty percent of the students indistudents and want to see it prevented. <
Forty-five percent of these students cated that they know at least one Trinthink that sexual assault occurs ten or ity student who has been sexually asmore times a year at Trinity. Nearly saulted. Twenty-eight percent indi75% believe that sexual assault occurs cated that they know at least one Trinsix or more times a year at Trinity. Only ity student who has committed a sexual
10% of the students believe that many assault.
sexual assaults complaints by students
The vastmajorityof students (83%)
are false.
believed that students who commit
Six percent of the students admit- sexual assaults when they are intoxited to forcing some type of sexual con- cated should be held accountable for
tact, on one or more occasions. Seven their actions. However, students were
percent reported that they had given evenly divided, as to whether or not
alcohol or drugs to another person in students who are too drunk to resist
order to incapacitate them for the pur- sexual advances are themselves a t fault
pose of obtaining sex, on one or more if they are sexually assaulted,
occasions. Five percent of the students
A majority of the students disanswered "yes' or "maybe" to the ques- agreed with the statement that people
tion "Would you force another person can avoid being sexually assaulted by
to engage in sex with you if you knew drinking moderate amounts of alcothere would be no repercussions?"
hol, However, half of them felt that
Answers to some specific questions students could avoid sexual assault by
revealed the following: 5.5%stated that clearly communicating their sexual
they had engaged in sexual contact de- desires.
spite the fact that the other person verThese initial findings indicate that
bally expressed that they did not want sexual assault between students has
to. 1.5% admitted they had engaged in affected many on our campus and is an
sexual intercourse with a person against important concern of our community.
thatperson's will. 1.2% stated that they As we begin Sexual Assault Awarehad used physical force to engage in ness Week, we want to encourage all
Sexual contact with another person.
students to take part in the events
These statistics are comparable to planned and support these efforts to
a survey of 6,000 college students na- address this problem.
tionwide conducted by Koss in 1987,
She found that a little over 6% (1 out of
Sincerely,
15) of the male students reported comDavid Winer
mitting or attempting sexual assault in
Dean of Students
the preceding year.

pressing these opinions. Sure, there are
times when one must suppress or compromise his opinions for the greater good,
but a leader is also an active member of
the body over which he reigns. A leader
doesn't simply direct; a leader must also
contribute. He must be rigid in his opinions, while being flexible to the opinions
of others. And herein lies the paradox
which he must come to terms with. This

about 10% of our elected senators not
participating in what we elected them to
do.
Now, what reason would they have
to abstain? Well, either they do not care
one way or the other about the issue at
hand; or they feel that they cannot separate their personal feelings on the issue
from the interest of those whom they are
charged to represent; or for some reason

Before we even begin to speak of student empowerment,
we must lay the foundation and create the vehicle for
change to take place. Choose wisely, my friends, as the
repercussions will be felt for an entire year.
is what makes being a leader so difficult
— he must blend these two abilities in a
manner that he perceives to be in the best
interest of the community to whom he is
charged to represent.
One of the flawed assumptions that
we make in both the media and the governmental arena is that both journalists
and politicians can separate their personal opinions from what they say. The
inclusion and exclusion of certain socalled "facts" from "news" articles are
the result of the particular approach of
the journalist. In the same regard, the
politician must craft his own sense of the
interests of his constituency. Unfortunately, as human beings, we necessarily
attach opinions to how we perceive the
world.
In order to create the appearance of
"neutrality," we dull our statements and
actions. And what is the consequence of
such neutrality? Boring articles, halfinterested efforts, and approximately five
different SGA senators abstaining from
voting on a regular basis. This comes to

or another, they do not understand what
the motion is about; or perhaps they do
notfeel as if they have appropriate knowledge on the subject at hand.
Doesn't it seem strange, though, that
our leaders would feelsuch ambivalence?
Doesn't it seem strange that those who
offered to take such responsibility upon
themselves would in turn behave in such
a manner? Granted, this is not the case
for each and every candidate, but it is the
case for a few. And when the candidates
ramble on about their extensive experience, take into consideration the intensity of their experience, not merely the
duration.
Now is not the time for neutrality,
my friends, now is the time for clashing
opinions and engaging discourse. Now
is the time when we must select our
leaders accordingly. Before we even begin to speak of student empowerment,
we must lay the foundation and create
the vehicle for change to take place.
Choose wisely, my friends, as the repercussions will be felt for an entirfe year.

Jumor Abroad In Horenee

Discusses Recent Issues
bickering, and having yet another committee one must go through to get things
Every week I look forward with in- done. For this reason I move not to
tense anticipation in hopes tha t the latest create another government — Trinity is
issue of TKe Tripod will be waiting in my too small a place for that—but to rectify
mailbox here in Florence, Italy. So much the existing one. The problem is not with
has been happening and little hews ap- the leaders, it is with the system.
Students, faculty, and administrapears positive. The most interesting
news, I feel, is the emergence of the Stu- tion alike have been frustrated by a sysdent Sovereign Affairs Council (SSAC). tem whose main errors lie in a sever lack
As I understand it, this group feels "the of communication and information. The
students of TrinityCollegehavelostfaith faculty complains that the students are
in the current student government apathetic, and from their vantage point
(SGA)" and they are obviously right. they are correct. But what they don't see
Students have been bypassed by the fac- is that from our side, for example, a vote

To the Editor:

Students, faculty, and administration alike have been
frustrated by a system 'whose main errors lie in a sever
lack of communication and information.
ulty, administration, and trustees on issues that only pertain to the students
themselves: sororities and fraternities,
the shuttle system, possible banning of
kegs in dorms. These issues directly
affect students, yet our input, although
heard, has seemingly been ignored. With
the implementation of the Strategic Plan
students are supposedly "receiving" a
greater voice, however, it is my fear that
this voice will continue tobe disregarded
by a majority of the faculty, administration, and trustees. This is where the
SSAC succeeds: the creation of a Sovereign Council, not controlled by the administration, that has a greater voice on
issues such as the sororities and fraternities, banning of kegs, and nori-socially
related concerns such as an honor code,
and even the hiring and tenuring of faculty. But why do we need an entirely
new committee, association, council or
whatever you want to call it? This only
adds to the problem through fighting,

is cast by the faculty with which we
disagree, but since the vote has been
taken it is already too late. We were not
informed of the vote, we had no influence, yet the faculty states, "Why are you
complaining? You could have talked
with us." Yeah, we could talk if we knew
what you were doing. They, the faculty,
administration, and trustees, know everything about us, but we know little
about them. This must change especially
if the Strategic Plan wants an increased
interactionbetweenfaculty and students.
We have hired the services of Trinity College to educate us, Information
and communication are required if Trinity is to fulfill its goal to educate — education in every sense of the word: from
Calculus to an honor code, from Econometrics and Philosophy to a change in
the shuttle schedule.
Sincerely,
Paul Wasserman '95
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Trinity Holds Annual Freedom Seder
BY SUSAN MILLER
News Writer

Approximately 90 people
attended the annual Freedom
Seder at Trinity College, sponsored by Hillel on March 24.
For many of the participating students and faculty, this
was a first experience at a Passovermeal. The participants read
from a Freedom Seder
Haggadah, listened to five
speakers, and enjoyed a traditional Kosher Passover meal.
The speakers during the
evening were: Spike Speigel,
who spoke about the organization MAZON: A Jewish Response to Hunger, and his daily
work as a volunteer chef at the
Loaves and Fishes soup kitchen
in Hartford; Dr. Margaret
Lachman, who spoke about the
current situation in South Africa; George Shainfarber, a Holocaust survivor who told his
story of survival; Mark Zager, a
Jewish Russian immigrant who
is graduating this year from
Trinity; and Dr. Ali Antar, President of the Islamic Association
of Greater Hartford who spoke
about the plight of Bosnian'
Muslims.
Lisa Kassow, Hillel advisor, led the Seder. Shebeganthe
evening with the explanation/
"This evening, we'll read the
Passover Haggadah, the story
of the slavery of the Jewish
people in Egypt and their escape from bondage over three
thousands years ago. This story
is about persecution and liberation. Tonight, we use it as a
point of departure to consider
and discuss contemporary
themes of persecution and ultimate freedom."
There were moments both
engaging and poignant during

USA PLESKOW KASSOW
Holocaust survivor George Shainfarber showing the yellow star he was forced
to wear as a child in the days of the Lodz Ghetto. Hillel President Tamar Alfred looks on.
Mark Zager, graduating what freedom really means.
the evening. Mr. Shainfarber's
dignified and painful testimony with Phi Beta Kappa honors and Maybe that is true," he said. "I
of evacuation from the Lodz awards in chemistry this year, wanted to be a doctor in Russia.
ghetto and his years in as well as being the Holland I was told that I should not even
Auschwitz held the group cap- Scholar (first academically in his bother to apply to medicalschool
tivated. He recalled the remark- class), arrived in Hartford from because I was a Jew. Here, I
able moment immediately after
his liberation when he answered
Mr. Shainfarber's dignified and painful testia knock at his door to discover
his father alive, standing in front mony of evacuation from the Lodz ghetto and
olhim.
his years in Auschwitz held the group capti-,
Immediately after V\e spoke,
lOyearold Sarah Kiener (daugh- vated.
ter of Professor Ronald Kiener,
Department of Religion) light- Kiev with his parents and decided I like chemical research
ened the atmosphere with a brother in 1989. His story was better, but that is my choice.
touching song entitled "I Have simple and moving, "Ihave been Now I can make that choice,
a Dream" accompanied by her told tha 11 am different from the That is freedom."
In his remarks, Dr. Ali Antar
mother, Andrea, on the guitar. other students here. Thatlknow

After DarkAlmost Hit By Drank

Members of After Dark await the arrival of the Hartford Police,
continuedfrmp page 1

He was JiMi
ag.Hnbt the
Ruick whe.n il was hit bv the
Tuyold. '1 vvns thrown onto
thi*
paiemcnl,"
said
l-'ri'ndergd'?;, who received
several stitches in his arm ,ib a
ic;ult of the fall.
Ru-ihmoreexphrined that
CaropusSatetj arrived on rbt>
hCt'ne dlmot>t immediately,
and called the Hartford Police Department (HPD) i\ ho
responded approximately an

hour later. While waiting for
the HPD, the gioup members
took tlu1 pichue loi the album
Muiphv sdid that tip be-

showed up, a car driving by
stopped and several men got
out. AivnrdingtoKi.ishmi.irp,
one of the men said "Thib

The men then proceeded to remove the radio
from the car and leave tha scene.
lieves. lh.it the To>otn was stolen because il was hot-wired.
"II didn't have any ke>ys>," he
snid.
Sometime before the HPD

looks like the car that was
stolen tiom us." The men
then proceeded to remove the
radio from the car and leave
the scene.

expressed gratitude that Jewish
organizations were ac rive in rescue mission in Sarajevo. He
noted that not only Jews were
being evacuated from the war
zone, but also Muslims. He
spoke of a mixed community
there that had always lived in
peace and had held each other
in mutual respect.
Dr. Margaret Lachman,
Department of Pediatrics, Hartford Hospital, is a committed
activist to the cause of equal
rights and the end of apartheid
in South Africa. She led the
participants through the history
of apartheid, and the major
events that have created the
legacy of bloodshed in recent
times.
Her thoughtful presentation ended with questions about
the future, as free elections are
approaching. "My biggest regret in giving up my South African citizenship," she said, "is
that I will not be able to cast my
vote against apartheid."
Hillel Student President
Tami Alfred said, "The most
important aspect of the Freedom Seder is that both Jewish
and non-Jewish faculty and students come together to celebrate
freedom. We hope that this
event brings together all the different groups that make up the
Trinity community towards a
common goal, recognizing oppression in our world."
Contributions of nonperishables food and clothing were
collected at the beginning of the
•evetorig to "be donated to thej,.
needy nnd homeless in the Hartfoid community.
The evening ended on an
upbeat note with songs of peace
and freedom, such as "Down by
the Riverside" and "We Shall
Overcome."

President Painter Speaks
To Students, Faculty, Staff

KATHERINE MITCHELL
President Borden Painter in his office.
continuedfrom page 1
dent Painter remained in the
knows how to change," but that gymnasium for anyone who
everything must relate back to wished to speak with him. Althe central goal which has al- most everyone reacted posiways remained constant and tively/citing a "realness" that
paramount. "We want the real- Painter seemed to have, almost
ity and the perception of Trinity in direct opposition to Gerety
to be first rate in every respect," who was critiqued as being
"phoney."
he said.
WhilePresidentPainterdid
The school now awaits the
not outline any specific ways to next steps toward meeting the
achieve this goal, the purpose of ambitious goals set out by the
the speech was more to set the speech. But, as Koeppel stated,
goal and then work in the future the presence of Borden Painter
to meet it.
in the President's Office at this
After he concluded, Presi- point is "just perfect."
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Mather Renovations Are Underway
BY CYNTHIA DARLING
News Writer

room, addingbathrooms to the
first floor, extending the foyer
by the front desk, extending the
Change. Transition. Up- entry way by the North door,
heaval. Trinity hashad more than moving the Women's Center to
it's share this past semester. And the second floor, adding on a
it seems that we are in the midst room in the basement, enclosof yet another disruption. Mather ing Rittenberg terrace, and inHall is being renovated.
stalling sliding wall panels in
The renovations began the Rittenberg lounge to accommoweek before break, with the re- date different size meetings.
moval of asbestos from the baseThe architects will also
ment.
work on making Mather Hall's
Outside, the Mather park- architecture more similar to the
ing lot was blocked, as steam Gothic style of the quad area.
shovels and trucks moved in, to
Reactions to the construcbreak ground where the security tion from the Trinity commuparking lot used to be.
nity have been mixed.
Since then, more trucks, and
Kristen Chun, '95, who
machinery have moved in.
works at Mather front desk,
At the moment, students are thinks they should put up
able to getinand out of the build- ropes, or monkey bars over the
ing without too many problems. large hole in the middle of the
However, after Commencement, construction, so that everyone
when everyone has left, work can swing over the hole instead
will begin on the interior. Dur- of having to walking around.
ing this time there will be limited
Two anonymous freshmen
access to the building.
who live in Elton said that since
According to Tina Dow, the project has started, people
Trinity's Project Manager for the haven't been hanging out as
Mather Hall renovations, at the much in the Elton-Jones courttime of completion, there will be yard.
improved circulation throughNancy McVey, Assistant
out the building, entry ways, Manager of the Bookstore, said
halls and corridors will be that she hasn't been too inconopened up, thebasementwillbe venienced, but thatparking has
brighter, and there will be addi- been a problem.
tional space for lectures and
Others have expressed
meetings.
concern over how Mather will
Changes to Mather will in- look for events such as reunion
clude redoing the post office, weekend in June.
improving and moving the game
From another perspective,

KELLY COUJS

Renovations on Mather Hall began over Spring Break,
Bob Norton, the superintendent
of Hartford Structures, the company in charge at the moment,
commented, "It is my impression that they (the students) are
inconvenienced. We know that.
It's a fact of life we all understand," But, he stated that, for
the most part, "students are understanding." He also reported
that the company is "ahead of
schedule," in it's work.
Most people in the Trinity
community agree that these

changes will be worthwhile in
the long run.
According to Justin Van
Etten, a student member of the
trustee Committee on the Physical Plant, as well as of the Facility, Plant, Managementand Services Committee, the majority
of the renovations will be completed by the time freshmen
come to Trinity in the fall for
orientation.
There will still be a few
rooms to be painted, and some

additional small projects. But,
by October, all of the details
should be completed.
And so, until then, the
changes continue. Change is
hard. We reject it, we run from
it, we cling to memories of an
old, familiar Mather, unravaged
by steam shovels, fencing, and
mounds of dirt. But in the end,
order will be restored, and we
will emerge from the dust and
confusion with a new and improved Mather Hall.
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Le Ly Hayslip Speaks At Trinity
BY CARTER AGAR
News Writer

On Thursday evening ,
April 7th, Le Ly Hayslip talked
of her tragic yet touching life
story to a large and receptive
audience in the Boyer Auditorium. Le Ly Hayslip is the
author of When Heaven and
Earth Changed Places, whose
life isportrayed in Oliver Stone's
movie Heaven And Earth.
Hayslip came to Trinity through
the efforts of the Asian Americans Students Association and
the Asian Studies Program.
Ms. Hayslip, born in 1949,
in central Vietnam, began her
talkby articulating how humble
shefelttobea "stupid farm girl"
speaking to such an educated
audience filled with professors
and students. Yet, quickly as
she began to relate the sad details of her life, professors and
students realized that her story
could be more educational than
any book or classroom lecture.
Although Le Ly was abandoned
by her father at age three her
early years were full of happiness. She talked of the wonderful memories she had of playing with her pet water buffalo
in the bucolic setting of her family farm.
In 1962 that all changed

when Hayshil and her family
were swept up by the swift
changes in the political landscape of Vietnam. In 1962 the
North Vietnamese began their
occupation of her village to defend against the regime from
the south. But the South Vietnamese were able to capture

out to her pre-dug grave, and
instead of shooting her these
men brutally raped her.
From this point in the
talk, Hayslip continued her
story, talking about selling her
body in the streets of Saigon as
well as having the child of the
man for whom she was em-

In 1962 the North Vietnamese began their
occupation of her village to defend against the
regime from the south. But the South Vietnamese were able to capture Hayslip three
times and eventually brought her to a torture
camp.
Hayslip three times and eventually brought her to a torture
camp. Hayslip told of how her
family was able to get her released from the camp after three
days, but upon her arrival back
to her village the local Viet Cong
(North Vietnamese) believed
that this 13 year old girl was
supplying the enemy with secret information. Thus, she was
put on trial by the people in her
village<and convicted of treason
and sentenced todeath. With an
amazingpresenceofcourageshe
continued to tell theaudience of
how two soldiers walked her

ployed. Le Ly was finally able
to make it out of Vietnam to the
United States where she is currently head of her East Meets
West relieforganizationforVietnam and continues to write
about her difficult struggle
through the two distinct polar
worlds of America and Vietnam.
After her talk a reception and book signing followed
at the Asian American culture
house on 14 Crescent Street,
where the Trinity and Hartford
community were able to give
thanks to Le Ly Hayslip for her
educational and courageous
talk.

Kerin Awarded Watson Fellowship
continuedfrom page 1

for International Training (SIT)
in India. She lived with a family
in Dharamsals, Northern India,
which was established in 1959,.
asthefirstTibetanrefugeecamp. •
fJer studies continued in
Katmandu where she lived and
participated in rituals at the
Keydung Nunnery.
v •'r: Whilelivingat the nunnery
Kerin was the apprentice of a
Tibetan thanka painter,
, It was through this expert- .
ence that she cultivated her deep
interest for sacred Tibetan art.
Kerin stated, "The stories and
explanations that Karma
Thubtin ( the thanka teacher)
provided, made me realize the
transition that this art form was
going through and how that was
indicativeof way the culture was
changing, I became interested
in those changes and what the
impetus was for them."
These are among the issues
that Kerin will study during her
fellowship. She will study in

Pitched Pistol
On March 22, the Hartford Police apprehended a fleeing
suspect on the soccer field. The police confronted the suspect on
Broad Street when he bolted from their custody. He jumped the
fence at 69 Vernon Street around 6 PM in an attempt to escape
from the police.
He was apprehended and charged with a narcotics violation. The suspect hid a .45 caliber semiautomatic pistol under
the bleachers at the south side of the field. Campus Safety
assisted the Hartford police in scouring the area.
On Friday the 25th, one round of unspent ammunition was
found on the rugby field. DCS-BK suspects that this was from
the suspect discarding ammunition as he ran.

Computer Crooks
Spring Break saw room break-ins similar to those that
occurred over the semester break. Three Apple Macs were
stolen from two different locations.
On April 1, two Ogilby students reported that their room
had been entered sometime after March 25, Two computers,
valued together a t over $5500, were missing when they returned
from spring break. Nothing else was taken from the rooms.
The Tripod also lost one of its Mac Quadras between 9 PM
on April 2 and 2 PM on April 3. The computer was valued at
$2500.
No sign of forced entry was found in either case. This leads
campus safety to believe that the felon must have known the
combination or had a master key,
"We strongly urge people to lock and secure all doors,"
said DCS-BK, "and to call campus safety with any helpful
information."
The college insurance does not cover room theft. DCS-BK
said, though, that most home owners insurance extends to the
dorms.

Freshmen Fire Fiasco
Students slept on April 7 as their North Campus room
urned. Lit candles ignited a student's bedspread and set off the
I irealarm. The HartfordFire Department arrived at 4PM to the
realization that most students had not exited the building.
DCS-BK warned that it is dangerous to ignore a fire alarm
by ftanunin^^t^inajr b^s felse%.Jm^y.<ft>^Bear cautions:
'Only you can prevent fires between the sheets."

Stolen Stuff Skyrocketing

March was the worst month this year for property thefts.
Hverything imaginable from car parts to watches was stolen.
DCS-BK worries that the escalating theft is related to a larger
crime ring.
Four hubcaps were stolen from a 1987 Subaru on March 23.
Fhe car was parked in the Summit A lot, across from Admissions. The estimated value was $200. An unknown party was
^een rifling through office desks in Downes 101 on March 24. He
fled when confronted but clearly had been searching for wallets.
On March 29, a youth in a green hooded coat was spotted
removing parts off of a Saab in the Summit A lot. Campus safety
FILE PHOTO
Melissa Kerin '94 working on her thanka
chased the suspect down Glendale Road. HPD also responded,
painting on her study abroad.
and the parts were recovered. Unfortunately, the owner of the
snazzy Saab has neglected to retrieve her parts at campus safety.
through the scope of gender. She sis of vanishing cultures is not
Although, a headlight and a bumper molding make interesting
feels this has given her a sensi- based on her cultural backconversation pieces in DCS-BK's office, Security Blotter guesses
r
ground, but rather a belief that
tivity to cultural issues.
that they might look even better on the car. Book bag bandits
Kerin has been interested these communities deserve athave been abounding as well On March 23 a bag was stolen
in. the fight existing in the world tentionbef ore they are no longer
from LSC 242 that contained $33 in the wallet. A student lost her
for the preservation and analy- in existence.
backpack on April 4 in the Chemistry building. Her credit card
Kerin described her plans
was used to charge over $800 at a local department store. The
after the Watson by saying,"
most disconcerting incident so far this month involved the April
"l hope to find a balance between the ideals of for
I hope to find a balance between
7 theft of a very valuable watch from Woodward. The student
Tibetan Buddhism and the sociological issues the ideals of Tibetan Buddhism had gone to take a shower, and left her door closed but unand the sociological issues in
locked. When she returned 15 minutes later, the watch, which
in the western culture like race, class and
the western culture like race,
had been left atop a table, was missing. DCS-BK said, "several
gender."—Melissa R. Kerin '94
class and gender. They are so students have been interviewed, but no one has returned the
different, one talks about inner
watch yet."
.
Tibetan communities located in sis of vanishing cultures since peace and self detachment, and
These
petty
crimes
all
serve
to
elevate
the
college's
crime
Nepal, India, Butan and hope- she was a young girl. In 1990, the other issues that I am constatistics and reflect poorly on the community. "If you leave
fully Tibet.
she went to Australia to study cerned about are much more
anythingunattended,somethingis going to happen/'said DCSturbulent
and
emotional.
I
hope
At Trinity, Kerin is a the Aboriginal art work and latBK, "its a good possibility that it will be gone when you return,"
Women's Studies Major, which ter became interested in the that I'll be able to find a common
has introduced her to the socio- Native American culture. ground between theses two arlogical issues of race and class Kerin's dedication to the analy- eas of interest."
PM-PS, a.k.a Security Blotter, lamented the loss of his
subtle sunburn and savored smarmy spring break bubbles.
Repeating rascally 'R's, terribly tautological 'T's, and absolutely
annoying 'A's did not delight this butcher of biddings, SB is
sincerely sorry and vows vigilance to resurrect the rueful and
woeful word wackiness.

Absent Alliteration

. • • * .

Reduce
Reuse
Recycle
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Student Files Civil Rights Suit
PAUL SULLIVAN
Production Manager

Infringements upon freedom of speech have always infuriated Americans to the point
of action. Freshman Jeffrey
Pyle's civil suit against his
former high school follows directly in this tradition.
The foundations for Pyle's
suit were in South Hadley, Massachusetts last March. His gym
teacher asked him to remove a tshirt that read "Coed Naked
Band - Do It To The Rhythm."
"She said it created an emotionally unhealthy environment," said Pyle. His mother
had given him the shirt for
Christmas.
Although he took it off that
day, Pyle disagreed with the

tended to harass, threaten, intimidate or demean individuals
or groups on the basis of race,
sex, color, creed or national origin; and clothing advertising
alcohol, tobacco or drugs."
On May 3,1993, the dress
code was passed by the school
board. The next day Pyle wore
a shirt in school, and not just to
gym class, that read "Coed Naked Civil Lib erties - Do It To The
Amendments." He was suspended along with his 16 year
oldbrotherwho'sshirtread "See
Dick Drink, See Dick Drive, See
Dick Die, Don't Be A Dick."
Ironically, the older Pyle's
shirt was given to his father, a
constitutional law professor at
Mount Holyoke College, by his
female students.
"Although this seems

On May 3,1993, the dress code was passed
by the school board. The next day Pyle wore a
shirt in school...that read "Coed Naked Civil
Liberties - Do It To The Amendments."
teacher's reasoning and informed the principal of his intention to wear it the next time
he had gym class.
At that time he refused to
take it off and was sent out of
class with three detentions for
insubordination.
*
He never served the detentions. Pyle, though, did not stop
here. He, instead, began a campaign to test the inconsistencies
in the code's application.
"The teacher had a political
agenda which determined her
comfojft zone," said,Pyle. He
proved this by wearing a shirt
that had "Legalize It" written
inside of a marijuana leaf, and
another that depicted two men
kissing underneath the slogan
"Read My Lips."
The school board reacted
by passing a new dress code. It
banned "all messages deemed
obscene, profane, lewd, and
vulgar; prohibited messages in-

trivial, it really raises so many
profound questions about how
a school should be run," said
Pyle, "but the most important
one is whether or not high school
students -19% of whom are legal adults - have civil rights."
When the school board upheld the dress code, the Pyle
brothers decided to take the issue to court.
Enlisting the services of Bill
Newman, of the Civil Liberties
Union of Massachusetts
(CLUM), Jeffrey sued the school
onhisown. His younger brother
Jonathan, still a minor, sued
through their father.
A Pandora's box was
opened that the older Pyle did
not fully expect.
"Ten teachers wrote a letter
to the Daily-News (a major,
Springfield based newspaper)
characterizing us [the brothers]
as 'male predators'," said Pyle
"they thought that we were tell-

ing the 'coeds' to go naked." He
admitted, though, that this was
the first time he had ever heard
the word "coed" used as a noun
and not an adjective.
The whole situation has
been quite confusing for Pyle at
times. Hesaidthathethoughtit
quite odd for a radical feminist
gym teacher to seek backing
from a conservative, right wing
school board to eliminate sexual
innuendo.
"Behind a lot of censorship
is the desire to protect people
from speech that offends them
so they're not uncomfortable,"
he said, "but this goes against
the bes t part of the Firs t Amendment - to protect what we hate."
Pyle said that teachers may
have seen what he was doing as
a threat to their authority. "But
private appearance is not the
place for a teacher to censor,
although they may say they
don't like it."
Since being at Trinity, Pyle
said his endeavor has received
favorable responses. "Trinity is
pretty accepting whereas a place
like Mount Holyoke is too left to
agree with what I am doing."
He was invited to Professor
AdrienneFulco'sConstitutional
Law class last semester to share
what he was attempting.
Reaction back in South
Hadley has not been as favorable. Many residents seem to
think that the suit is a waste of
time and money.
"One guy prank called my
mom to tell her that she was a
'horrible mother'," he said.
The result now is up to the
Judge.:, T|j^ijaH!nca.^»a^|^*,,
precludes a jury hiat Thejudge
will simply assess the briefs and
depositions submitted by both
sides.
"I'm not terribly hopeful,"
said Pyle, "thejudge didn't seem
to take the rights of high school
students seriously - only as,
rights in miniature."
The verdict should be released within the next month.

V.I.P. Days
Prospective members of the class of 1998 will be on campus this week for V.I.P. Days. On Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday, admitted members of the class of '98 will visit
Trinity to help them decide whether or not Trinity is the right
place for them to spend the next four years. Among the
activities for the week are tours, workshops with Deans and
Students, and luncheons with faculty members, members of
the administration and students. Over 150 secondary school
seniors are expected each day and according to the Admissions
Office, a significant number of them will be on campus overnight staying with students in dorm rooms.

More Computer Theft
While the campus was vacated for Spring Break, three
expensive Macintosh computers were stolen. The Tripod was
burglarized on the second Saturday of break with no signs of
forced entry. A Macintosh Quadra 650 valued at $2200 was
stolen. On the other side of campus, sometime between the
first and second Friday an Ogilby double was also victimized.
The residents of the room lost a Macintosh Perform 600 and a
Macintosh LC, in addition to their Keyboards, mice, a CD Rom
player, and a pair of computer speakers.
The Ogilby residents have found it extremely hard to
continue with their school work due to the loss of the three
years of academic work that was stored on their hard drives.
One of the students lost a project that was needed for both his
major and minor and has tried to entice the criminal to give
back the computer by placing reward posters for $250 for any
information that leads to the recovery around campus. Both
burglaries showed no sign of forced entry andhold many other
similarities to thefts that have occurred during other breaks. In
addition, only these high powered computers were stolen,
everything else was kept in tact.

Faculty Meeting
There will be two new proposals at the Faculty meeting
today. The first will be to propose an academic honor code.
The idea of an honor code has been underway for a couple of
years and will be presented to the faculty today, There will also
be a proposal to limit the number of internships that a student
can do for credit down to three arid limit the number of
exploratory internships to one.

Rats Die From Heat

YALE

SUMMER
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CREDIT
PROGRAMS

for academically strong high school juniors
and seniors, college students, qualified adults

• Art
• Humanities
• Sciences
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• Drama
• Languages

« Writing Program
*1 Finance and Accounting
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A Practical Approach to Directing
(for Teachers)
,
English Language Institute
(ESL)

For i n f o r m a t i o n

YALE UNIVERSITY
Summer Programs
246 Church St. Suite 101, Dept. C
New Haven, CT 06510-1722
Phone (203) 432-2430
Outside U.S. add $5.00 postage

Rightbefore Spring Breakmany rats were killed in the Life
Sciences building. The rats, which were being used for research projects, live in the rat room which is climate control.
Apparently there was a power failure in the building which
caused the rooms to become overheated. According to Dr.
Simmons, Prof, of Biology, some animals can't stand this kind
of heat and died from heat shock. The deaths have stopped
many research projects. Dr. Simmons said that he will not get
anotherrat colony until the summer.

SSAC
The recently founded Student Sovereign Affairs Council
(SSAC) missed'a meeting with the SGA, The meeting was one
which the members of SSAC had themselves demanded a
month ago.

Fraternity Letter
Despite initial reports, the Trustees do not appear eager to
reconsider their decision on the Greeks. According to Lizz
Platt, Vice President of the SGA, "I was told by Marlon that the
Trustees were forming a committee to reconsider their decision on the Greeks." She now reports that the Dean of Students
has sent out a letter to Greek organizations denying Marlon's
initial statements and saying there is no move to reconsider,

TCAC Elections
Jarrett Rushmore '95 was elected President of the Trinity
College Activities Council (TCAC) for the94-95 academic year.
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Assembly Debates Giving Free Needles
BY JOHN PRENDERGAST
Metro-Hartford Political Writer

The big event at the Assembly this
week was the battle over a bill that would
continue the state's needle exchange program and nearly double the money allocated to it. Needle exchange programs
are programs instituted (normalLy at the
state level) to pass out clean, disease free
and disposable needles to IV-drug users
to stop (or at least try to curb) the spread
of AIDS among this group of high-risk
citizens.
The Department of Public Health's
needle exchange program is only a few
years old, but already it has made substantial strides in slowing the spread of
AIDS among documented numbers of

and New haven, both Democrats and
Republicans, fought hard to persuade
their colleagues that this program was
worthy of the increase in funds. In the
1993 legislative session, this program was
allocated $250,000 by the legislature; this
year, the program was eligible for
$404,000. While most cited the effectiveness of the program in stopping the
spread of AIDS, others talked of the plight
of AIDS babies, homeless drug users,
and the increases in counseling and treatment that the program is providing.
The Democratic leadership, while
supporting the legislation, seemed very
concerned with the idea that the legislation could be construed as in support of
recreational IV-drug usage. Repeatedly,
Democratic leaders emphasized for their

As one Republican legislator put it, "these are the people
we should be slapping on the wrist, not paying for their
habit/'
IV-drug users.
But even with its former successes,
the issue of whether to continue the program and increase its budget in a time of
tight fiscal restraint tied the legislature in
a knot last Thursday afternoon. The bill
had already passed the Senate, and came
to House with one amendment that allowed drug counselors to give out ten
free needles at a time to drug users, rather
than the original allowance of five needles
that has been the normal amount in the
past few years.
As expected, many legislators from
Connecticut's urban centers came out
strongly in support of the legislation.
Legislators from Bridgeport, Hartford

colleagues that a vote for the legislation
was not one condoning drug use, but one
acknowledging the effectiveness of the
program and concern with the spread of
the disease. Democrats from the smaller
towns supported the legislation for the
most part; those from places like
Willamantic acknowledged the increase
in the spread of AIDS in their communities in the last few years and recognized
the fact that this legislation would help
in the fight against AIDS.
Republican support of the legislation was varied across the spectrum. As
mentioned above, most Republicans from
the more urban areas of the state supported the legislation because it gave

Movies
SHOWCASE CINEMAS. EAST HARTFORD
Driving Test
Major League 2
Above the Rim
Mighty Ducks 2
The Paper
Jimmy Hollywood
Clifford
Threesome
fheRefOn Deadly Ground
Naked Gun 33 1/3

8:15 & 10:15
7:35 & 9:50
7-MS? 10:05
7:30 & 9:40
7:15 & 9:35
7:00 & 9:20
7:20 & 9:15
7:10 & 9:30
7:05& 9:25
7:50 & 10:00
7:25 & 9:50

Take 1-84 East to Exit 58 (Silver Lane)

568-8810

their district's needle exchange programs
more aid. But Republicans from more
rural areas questioned both the moral
assumptions behind this legislation and
the huge increases in funding it has been
allotted in the past few years.
Apparently, several Republicans still

they are as fiscally responsible as possible. Rep. Rell also brought up the idea
(through an amendment) to privatize part
of the work of the DOH's needle exchange program. She believes mat nonprofit organizations can do as good a job
as the DOH without state funding.

The broader issue of privatization for many state tasks
may become a campaign issue as the gubernatorial election approaches.
do not feel comfortable with the fact that
Connecticut, for whatever reason, is using taxpayer money to fund a program to
help IV-drug users. As one Republican
legislator put it, "these are the people we
should be slapping on the wrist, not paying for their habit." Another stated that
he could not believe that IV-drug users
could support the habit of buyingheroin
or other IV-drugs but could not afford
their own needles, and therefore could
notsupportstatesubsidizationofit.Other
Republicans (and a few Democrats),
while not denying the effectiveness .of
the program, questioned the large increase in funding it was about to receive.
Representative Rell, who is running
for governor in 1994, gave a highly melodramatic speech emphasizing that this
funding for this program has taken off in
the past few years. Three years ago it
received $50,000, two years ago it received $150,000, a year ago $250,000, and
this year over $400,000. She stated that
when programs received this much
money in such a short time, they should
be examined more closely to ensure that

The broader issue of privatization
for many state tasks may become a campaign issue as the gubernatorial election
approaches. However, her remarks were
not well received, asboth Democrats and
Republicans responded that of all places
to make cuts in the next few years, the
area of AIDS prevention was one of the
least appropriate. Others stated that the
money, though seemingly large as a
single allocation, is mere peanutsby state
budget standards, and would pay for
itself many times over in the future as
state-funded AIDS treatment patients
declined. Rep. Rell's amendment was
quickly and soundly defeated. After an
additional half hour of debate, the bill
was passed, giving the full $404,000 to
the DOH for the program.
Other major actions at the Connecticut General Assembly this week were
few. Apparently, the State Assembly is
scheduling a lot for its last few weeks,
since the session ends on May 4. As that
date approaches, more is supposed to
happen. I'll be back next week with the
results of the recent skirmishes."

The Paper Thrills And
League II Strikes Out
BY BETH FENWICK &
ELLEN SCORD1NO
Metro-Hartford Movie Criiics

Glenn Close (Dangerous Liaisons), Marisa

Tomei (My Cousin Vinny), Robert Duvall
{Falling-Down, The Great Santini), and

Randy Quaid (The Firm). It was great to
ELLEN: Ron Howard's latest film, see some tried-and-true actors and acThe Paper, has been out for about two tresses reappear for a stellar performance.
weeks and it's been the recipient of ravFirstof all, the plot: the title is fairly
ing reviews. It has even been said that it self-explanatory. Keaton is a section ediis Howard's best. For these reasons, Beth tor of a tabloid newspaper who is ambiand I decided to make it the movie at four tious and willing to fight with other edicorners this week. Unfortunately, when tors, including Close, and the editor-init came down to actually seeing it, I didn't. chief (Duvall) to improve the New York
The intention was there, but my mental Ci ty tabloid. This compilation of quality
processes were amiss when I looked in actors and actresses in well developed
the paper for the movie schedule. In characters creates an energy that is felt in
short, I saw Major League II.
almost every scene. Keaton does a fanSince I've never seen the original tastic job losing his temper, and the audiMajor League, I cannot compare them ence was in hysterics with his rnelodra-

Igive this movie an immediate and permanent green
light But hear me out, because I give it a green light for
more than superior acting.
adequately; but, Major league must have
been somewhat better for the producers
to make a sequel.
Of course, Ms movie does have its
market and it may prosper for a limited
time. It had some funny one-liners, but
that is where its entertaining qualities
end.
I do not mean to be so vague and so
critical at the same time; but when your
planning to see an urban melodrama
with Michael Keaton, Glenn Close and
Marisa Tomei, you can only be disappointed to find yourself watching Charlie
Sheen pitch in an overrated baseball
movie.
BETH: So, I guess that it is up to me
to report to the Trinity community about
The Paper. First of all, it is made up of an
all-star cast: Michael Keaton (Batman),

matic gesticulations. Close was fabulous
as a woman boss who tries to lead the
double role of a hard-ass boss and a
woman well liked by her colleagues.
Thus, this movie is more than entertaining; it touches on some serious issues
that are facing women, and all of society
for that matter, in today's American
workplace.
I give this movie an immediate and
permanent green light. But hear me out,
because I give it a green light for more
than the superior acting. This film is
exciting, one of those edge-of-fhe-seat,
active-audience, ideal-for-a-first-date,
but-the-whole-family-could-see-it-aswell, kind of movies. Even with only one
of Ttte Tripod critics reviewing The Paper,

I can honestly and safely say that this one
is a winner.
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Two Seniors Enjoy Old limes At Cheng Du
BYJAYSARZEN
Metro-Hartford Editor

This week our restaurant review was
undertaken by two people who we felt
could handle the rigors of restaurant reviewing. Not wanting to send any mere
novice out into the jungle of restaurants
that dot the Greater Hartford landscape,
Pat and I searched for two people who
we knew could pull off a flawless review
without becoming battle scarred or traumatized. Thus, the only logical choices
we had were two battle-worn seniors:
Adam Kreisel (not the Democrat, the
Pike from Boston) and Lucy Smith (party
affiliation unknown, the Kappa from
California). Adam and Lucy chose to
review a little-known Chinese restau-.
rant named Cheng-du, which is located
on Farmington Avenue in West Hartford. Lucy claimed that this restaurant
was her favorite and wanted to share her
discovery with the Trinity community,
so we consented to their choice. Here is
what Lucy and Adam had to say about
Cheng-du.
Lucy: I took Adam out to my favorite Chinese restaurant, Cheng-du on
KATHERINE MITCHELL
Lucy Smith and Adam Kreisel, shortly before they announced their nuptial plans last Wednesday
Farmington Avenue. It's a place that is
night
at
Cheng
Du
in
West
Hartford.
yet to be discovered by the majority of
the Trinity community, but deserves gume section only. Though lacking any had two appetizers. My egg drop soup out being gaudy. Overall, I was imsome attention! Adam started out with tasty flesh, these dishes were both fla- was light, yet not ostentatious, and my pressed and can say that the look cersome appetizers while I devoured those vorful and surprisingly filling. Mu shu pan fried dumplings certainly ap- tainly added to our enjoyment of the
little chippy things that they bring out vegetarian pancakes and spicy broccoli proached the best I've consumed. The meal.
with sweet and sour sauce... so good! For with garlic sauce pushed and shoved meatwas tender and juicy and theravioli
Lucy: By the end of the evening, I
our main course we went vegetarian and their way to the top of our list and were possessed the perfect combination of the felt like I had known Adam for four
split orders of moo-shoo veggies and not disappointed. Both were excellent necessary "crunchy" and "chewy" ele- years. We hit it off so well that I decided
garlic broccoli. I am a definite fan of and were complemented by sauces that ments. Chairman Mao himself may not to be forward and ask him if I could bear
garlic broccoli, and this is by far the best added incredible taste without over- have had dumplings like these.
his children. Inresponse, he proposed...
Lucy: Cheng-du is a place that right in the middle ot the restaurant!! It
"swings both ways." We were dressed was truly a romantic evening. Cheng-du
very casually, but it's also the kind of and Jay Sarzen will always have a special
place one could go on a more formal place in our hearts.
Adam: I am sure that Lucy will
date. It's a beautiful restaurant with nice
plants, mirrors, and cool blue ceiling agree thatweremade for eachother. Our
j
-It can seat a fait number ol conversation drifted in andoutof memopeople, but there js room for private ries of a-Capella singing, frolicking on
place to order it! It was spicy but smooth whelming the staple of the dish. To our conversation. Our waitress was atten- the Quad, andburningbugs withmagni— I highly recommend it! We ended surprise, we received the added benefit tive and friendly and even the manager fying glasses when we were just wee
with chocolate fortune cookies, which of professional mu-shu construction by stopped by our table to check on us. The tykes. Subsequent to this stimulating
I'd never had. "You'll never know what our waitress; a woman who displayed restaurant was fairly empty when we dialogue, I proposed to Lucy and upon
you can do until you try it" was my skills, clearly a product of years of mu- arrived at 7:30 on Wednesday night, but her response in the affirmative, we decided to spend our honeymoon diving
fortune. Adam and I commented on the shu schooling. I must also point out that I've seen it packed on the weekends.
while including the normal palate of
decline of good, profound fortunes.
Adam: Upon entering the restau- for sea-urchins in the Grand Cayman
Adam: Lucy and I ventured out to Chinese dishes, Cheng-du clearly took rant, Lucy and I were greeted by one islands. The evening was truly a memoCheng-du for a new Chinese explora- pride in providing a bevy of alternatives waitress and an extremely congenial rable one and Lucy's and my first child
tion. As Lucy was a vegetarian we lim- that strayed from the beaten path. As maitre'd. The warmth and friendliness will most likely be named Cheng-du
ited our main course choices to the le- well, lot the ever-unsatiated interior, conjured up images of summer days at Kreisel. The night as a whole was outmy own home and was swept through standing and in the reverence of the venthe aisle to our booth as if floating on air. erable Andy "Ragu" Levine, I give 5
The ambience was pleasing throughout freshly shucked spicy bamboo shoots
the meal and was further aided by the out of 5.
Velveeta-like Jewish man sitting to our
Well, no summary is needed for this
leftwho wooed andseducedhis waitress review. Adam and Lucy will ride off into
(she was ours and well). I was able to the sunset with fond memories of the
glean several new and monumentally night that the rest of their lives began—
effective pickup lines for the View and all as a result of the Blind Date restaurant
continued happily on with my conversa- review, Iamproudtobe partof theteam
tion with Lucy. The lighting in the res- that brought such a happy couple totaurant was subtle, almost John Travolta- gether. May grace shine on Adam and
ish, but nice nonetheless and the decor Lucy and all other Blind Date restaurant
was somewhat modern and elegant with- reviewers,

Blind Date
DestaurantQeview

If You Can
Beat These

LSAT
GRE
GMAT
MCAT

Expert Teachers
Permanent Centers
Total Training
CALL NOW:

236-6851
Prepare now
for
Entrance Exams!

Kaplan Educational Center
967 D Farmington Ave.
W. Hartford, CT
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Phish Album Hoist Leaves Old Ways Behind
BY EVAN L. ZALL &
JAY SARZEN
Arts Editor &
Metro-Hartford Editor

Remember when Phish was
weird? Different? Something
your parents would like the
music for a second and then say,
"Wait a second, what the hell is
this?" Remember the incredible
jams and the genius riffs? Remember the originality? . The
value of bootlegs?
Well, things change, they
always say. .
Now, given that introduction, anybody would assume
that the opinion of Phish's new
album, Hoist, is not one of deep
reverence and admiration. And
they'd be right.
Don't get us wrong; the
songs are all good. There's a
great blues number, and some
really vocally and lyrically intriguing coimtrysongs. Butvery
littlePhish. Infact,thefirstthing
that bothered me about this recording was that I found myself
thinking, "Hold on, haven't I
heard that riff before? That
sounds like Crosby, Stills and

come. But then there are violinists, banjo players, additional
vocalists; upwards of ten extra
performers or groups. The most
impressive and alluring quality
about Phish is their talent, and
some of these guests, despite
good performances, are unnecessary. Why do we need a
woman's voice on "If I Could?"
Why the additional singers on
the radio-released single,
"Down With Disease?" Phish is
Phish; they sound best doing
their own thing.
This album, however, leads
us to wonder exactly what their
"own thing" is. They used to
have their own style, encompassing blues, rock, a little country, and an overwhelming jazz
influence. Thatjazzhasallbut
disappeared on Hoist; the first
track is decidedly blues, and the
rest of the album has an undeniably "country" feel and sound
to it.
Individual tracks on the album are, of course, still good;
Phish is too talented to release
poor music. The commercial
single, "Down With Disease," is
a little funkier than the average

"Dog-faced Boy "...fades into a rambling,
forlorn country song that makes one imagine
themselves stranded in a lonely Texas
truckstop at 3:45 in the morning with a
chain-smoking waitress named Vera -pouring
coffee sludge into a stained mug.
Nash. That' sounds like the
Dead. That sounds Wke Blues
Traveler..." This is something I
never thoughtl'd hear, Jetalone
say all by myself. Phish, young
as they are, has always been
Phish, unrelated and incomparable to any other band's sound.
The second thing thatbothered us was the ridiculous number of guestperformers. Phish
has always had a great thing for
horns, so the appearance of the
Tower of Power Horn Section is
unsurprising,but certainly wel-

Phish sorvg, and certainly does
evoke images of Plea pounding
on the bass for the Red Hot Chili
Peppers. It's almost as if Trey
Anastasio is quoting Anthony
Kiedis; the funk guitar certainly,
adds to the "Pepper ambience".
Anastasio does, however, drift
into a lilting "Phish" guitar solo
mid-song.
The third track, "If ICould,"
is an attemptto court the Debbie
Gibson demographic sample. It
comes complete with a coimtry/Tiffany esque guest vocalist,

BMI RECORDS
Phish: (left to right) Jone Fishman, Trey Anastasio, Page McConnell,
and PaMike Gordon. Their new album Hoist is now available.
and an uplifting ending, which blend of good musicianship and "Reba" and "Esther" jams
concludes with an impressive original, upbeat melody that would ring for five or ten minpiano solo. The truth be told, works to deliver a distinctively, utes. "Demand" lifts a listener,
this probably will become a good un-Phish, yet successfully with accompanying backhook-up song after a long night within the "Phish philosophy" ground traffic sounds, to awinding and captivating "Scooby
at the View.
of music.
"Dog-faced Boy," which Doo" jam reminiscent of the Old
. The tone of the album he.begins.Hke a potential sequel to Days., Phish recaptures tbjsp,
the appearance of "Axilla [Part "Bouncing Around the Room," flare, ending the album with"
II]." Possibly appealing to the eventually fades into a rambling, Hebrew Prayers.
Soundgarden faction of Phish forlorn country song that makes
Hoist contains various mufans, this song has more of an one imagine themselves sical elements and styles on its
edge than any previously re- stranded in a lonely. Texas tracks,,all of which are good,
corded Phish tune. The heartily truckstop at 3:45 in the morning and yet the deviation from
distorted guitar grinds out a with a chain-smoking waitress Phish's previous style is somesomewhat disconcerting rock named Vera pouring coffee what disconcerting. The album
sound.-., heavy, but imaginative. sludge into a stained mug.
is accessible, but are we bidding
The seventh track, "Sample
The final song is the saving the old Phish of Burlington
in a Jar," attempts to make up grace of Hoist. This song, De- good-bye in favor of the new
for any previously mentioned mand, calls back memories of group from Cali? Will "Esther"
mistakes. This is a fantastic the Phish of yesterday; when call again? One can only hope.

Zion Gallery Update:
, The Zion Street Gallery will be opening a new show next Tuesday, April
19th, The reception will be held Thursday, April 14th from 6 to 8 PM. The show
will be a "Children's Show," consisting of work by elementary school students.
The children will be able to experience new levels of appreciatioji, education
and acceptance for art, This will also be a wonderful way to integrate The Zioh
Street Gallery with the community. We hope that all Trinity students will take
the time to visit the new show. Your support is much needed for the future
existance of the gallery.
—Hilary Spivack

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

General Admission $5
Students & Seniors $3
Free For The Trinity College Community

Sunday, April 17th, 3:00 p.m.

Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13244-4170
1-8OO-235-3472

S Y R A C U S E
A B R O A D
Something to write home about!
• At SU's Madrid Center
• SU credit: communications and liberal arts
• Courses in English or Spanish
• Two-week Hispanic Cultural Heritage traveling seminar to
Toledo, C6rdoba, Granada, and Sevtlla
• Courses available at Universidad de Alcala de Henares or
Universldad Autonoma
• Live with Spanish hosts

Financial assistance available

lanTracey
Organist, Liverpool Cathederal
Liverpool, England

Trinity'College Chapel
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Who says there's nothing to do around Hartford? Amongst
the towering insurance firms and national banks, there lies true
entertainment for those seeking something a little beyond the
ordinary.
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Critic Berube To Speak At
Faculty Club This Week
BYEVANL.ZALL
Arts Editor

There are a lot of people out
there with opinions. On war, on
crime, on school, on food, on
just about everything. And then,
there are the people who can
express these opinions.
Mark Halliday, poet and critic, will read his poetry in
Michael Berube can cerTrinity's Faculty Club at 5:30 p.m. on Tuesday, April 12th. A
tainly
express himself. And has.
reception and book signing will follow his performance.
And will continue to do so, in"Tasker Street," Halliday's most recent collection of poems,
cluding the talk he will give on
won the 1991 Juniper Prize, awarded by the University of MasThursday, April 14th, in the Facsachusetts Press. The poet's first book, "Little Star," published in
ulty Club here at Trinity college.
1987, was a National Poetry Series selection.
Berube is an editor, a critic,
Robert Pinsky has written of Halliday's work, "Halliday's
an
author,
a speaker; he is a
poems are so readable...in their sense of timing and their collocommunicator, and one with a
quial swing, so various in perception."
Mr. Halliday received a B. A. and M.A. from Brown Univer- lot on his mind. The talk on the
14th is entitled, "Essence and
sity, and a Ph.D. from Brandeis University. He currently teaches
Institution
in the Black Aesat the Wilmington Friends School in Deleware, and published a
thetic."
In
a
letter
describing the
critical study, "Stevens and the Interpersonal," in 1991.
presentation, Berube explained
Admission is free.
that he will "argue that some of
the Black Aesthetic focused on
finding distinctively black
modes of cultural expression,
and some of it focused instead
on building various black institutions." He will center on the
different sorts of "identity politics" that canbe found in each of
these directions taken by the
Danny Cahill, a resident of New Britain, wrote and directed
his new play, Valentine Baby, to be performed at the new Mark Black Aesthetic.
Twain Masquers Studio Theatre in West Hartford. The show
The speaker has been
opens April 14th and runs through the 23rd.
through several graduations,
seeing his Bachelor of Arts in
The show seems, at first glance, to be an unlikely source for
comedy: the central character, a ruthless corporate headhunter
English completed in 1982 at
named Teddy, is dead. The play is narrated by Teddy's selfColumbia University, and reeffacing roommate, Kevin, who recounts their lives together and
their relationships with two special women, Joanie and Sarah.
Over the course of the play, Teddy progresses from Kevin'b
lr9Oj3i^l«JGjeiitpt to his rival, and ultimately, Kifi moral compass, It
is, Cahill'admits, *a vdry dark comedy."'
Valentine Baby shows Thursdays through Saturdays at 8
p.m. and Sunday the 17th at 2 p.m. Tickets are $8; $6 for students.
For reservations, call the Box Office at 241-1715.
BYEVANL.ZALL

Trinity Poetry

Local Playwright
Premieres In W.H.

ceiving his M.A. and Ph.D. in
English from the University of
Virginia in 1986 and 1989, respectively. The writer quickly
went on to become an Assistant
Professor of English at the Uni-

that "if deconstruction is nihilism, if multiculturalism is barbarism, and if feminism is annihilation of all we hold dear, well,
then, you can just imagine what
happens when today's newly

"...a friend and I came up with the most
pernicious academiC'Scheme to date for toppling the West: he will knell behind the West
on all fours. I will push it backwards over
him."
—Michael Berube
tenured and untenured professors put all these things in their
bigironcauldron..,." He attacks
the attackers, making it clear that
youngprofessors' offenseshave
been severely blown out of proportion. Berube sarcastically admits to the new professoriate's
plans: "Justthe other dayafriend
and I came up with the most
pernicious academic scheme to
date for toppling the West: he
will knell behind the West on all
fours. I will push it backwards
over him."
Berube's sophisticated wit
and intelligence make for excellentreading and perhaps change
undecipherably complex issues
to "Play-do" inhis hands. His
in The Village Voice in June of pen is certainly mightier than
1991, Berube defends modem any sword, gun or hand greeducators from the onslaught of nade, and Trinity .welcomes his
abuse they received. He wrote. speech at7:30p.m. on Aprill4th.

versity of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign four years after receiving his Ph.D.; today he holds
the position of Associate Professor of English at the same institution. Before receiving his
Ph.D., Berube was hardly idle;
he worked as an assistant editor
on various literary publications,
and taughtnumerous seminars,
courses and mini-courses.
Berube's style is undoubtedly what separates him from
the pack. He has written several
lengthy essays on the value (or
lack thereof) found in the movement for political correctness.
Inhis paper, "PubEc Image Limited: Political Correctness and
the Media's Big Lie," published

Music Department To Open
Chicago For The Spring Play

Beyond the Miracle
ARTSPOWEJC a national touring theater, will present Beyond the Miracle, a musical celebration of the story of Annie
Sullivan and HelenKeller, on April 12th atthe Bushnell at 10 a.m.
and 12:15 p.m.
Though deaf and blind from the age of 19 months, Helen
Keller created many "miracles" throughout her life - a succession
of accomplishments that nobody dreamed possible. Beyond the
Miracle, which chronicles Keller's life from approximately 1879
through 1936, is the inspiring story of that great woman and her
remarkable teacher, Annie Sullivan.
Tickets for Beyond the Miracle are $3.50 for students and
chaperones; teachers attend free. Call 527-3123 for more information,

Marvin Hamlisch
•Marvin Hamlisch, the award-winning composer and pianist, returns to Hartford for two performances with the Hartford
Symphony Pops, at 8 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, April 15th
and 16th, at The Bushnell.
Sponsored by Massage Center USA, the program features
many of Hamlisch's greatest hits from stage and screen, including his overture to A Chorus Line and an instrumental version of
the title song from Tlie Way We Were. Tenor Stephen Lehew will
be featured in Hamlisch's theme from Ice Candles, as well as the
songs "Ordinary Miracles" and "One Song," an anthem for
world peace with lyrics by Alan and Marilyn Bergman. Also
included is a set of "Fast Ballads," Hamlisch's own spin on
standards by Harold Arlen, Cole Porter and Frederick Loewe.
Tickets for "An Evening with Marvin Hamlisch," priced
from $14 to $42, are available at the Bushnell Box Office, 166
Capitol Avenue, in Hartford. For more information or to charge
tickets, call (203)246-6807.
'
•

».A look around town
for the culturally curious

Arts Editor

"Welcome. Ladies and
Gentlemen, you are about to see
a story of murder, greed, corruption, violence, exploitation,
adultery, and treachery — all
those things we all hold near
and dear to our hearts..."
Thus begins the "Musical
Vaudeville" production of Cllicago, a play by Fred Ebb and Bob
Fosse, with music by John
Kander. Chicago is Trinity's
choice for the Music
Department's spring production, Chicago will open on this
Thursday, the 14th of April, and
will run through Sunday, April
17th.
Chicago is the third play in
recent years to be student directed, following only Godspell
from last spring and Nunsense,
which ran last semester. Julia
Strong '94 again rears her head
as director and choreographer,
while Gerald Moshell takes the
reins as musical director.
The story of the play is not
by any means ordinary. The
script follows Roxy Hart, to be
played by Amy Kunen '95
through her trip to jail and the
courtroom after she murders her
lover. The method was shooting, the motive was the simple
idea that the boyfriend might
leave her: "Nobody walks out on
me."
Once in prison, a plot
slightly diverse from the average murder story begins to form.
"Tnside," fame turns out to be a
most important factor, and the

inmate with the most exploitablecrimeisontop, WhenRoxy
arrives, Velma Kelly (Katherine
MeWane '94) is the leader of the
pack after killing her husband.
But Roxy finds a way to turn
things around.
She goes to Billy Flynn(Alex
Johnson '96), the sleazy, overpriced lawyer who never loses a
case. After changing her tune
(and story), Flynn manages to
not only begin to win the case,
but also starts Roxy on heir rise
tofame. ShehasleftVelmaKelly
in the dust by the end of the
play, but things go in cycles...
Just before the verdict is
announced on Roxy's case, the
story of another murder, even
more diabolical than Roxy's,
breaks into the courtroom.

Roxy's fame is shattered by the
newcomer, and she joins Velma
as another has-been. With the
wit of clever murderesses,
though, they find a way to prolong their fameBut let's not give away the
ending.
As one performer said,
"This is a show somewhat different from what Trinity usually does. It's a fun musical; it's
good entertainment. A lot of
work, but well worth it."
Chicago opens in Goodwin
Theater at Austin Arts. It is a
Performance Pass event; tickets
for the general public are $8, for
Students and Seniors, $5. Call
the Austin Arts Box Office at
297-2199 for information or to
reserve tickets.

Spring Musical

Chicago
Directed & Choreographed by Julia Strong '94
Musical Direction by Gerald Moshell

April 14-17th, 8:00pm
Austin Arts
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"Alternate" Spring Breakers Enjoy Enriching Experience
Church, the only church in all of
Corbin that would house a
group of college students,
The following are journal
With increases in violence,
drug abuse and other social ail- entries from Robert Williams '97:
ments, the media has tended to
Monday, the first work day
focus on poverty as an urban began a little earlier than
problem, many times forgetting planned, with us being acciabout the scores of destitute dently awakened by the Southpeople that live in the Appala- ern accented voices of two sechian region of the United States. nior women who had on previIn this region 15% of the ous mornings been quilting in
population live below the pov- the church basement. Due to
erty line, with excessively high the rainy weather, we could not
rates in Kentucky and West Vir- do any of the exterior work that
ginia. Another 13% are margin- had been planned for that day.
Instead, we traveled to
ally poor.
This poverty level is a di- Knoxville where we worked in
rect result of job shortages that the newest of the two food panstem from the mechanization tries. There we split up into two

BY ROBERT WILLIAMS
Features Writer

this portion of the roof. The
roof was divided into three sections, with one being, one made
of brandnew shingles, one composed only of tar, and another
having patches of deteriorating
shingles.
The work was kind of frustrating for me because I knew
that we were only doing a patch
job on the roof, rather than actually fixing it.
Below George and I, Jill,
Kathy, and Julia also became
frustrated while painting the
kitchen ceiling. Winter snow
and rain had leaked into kitchen
through cracks that George and
I were fixing, causing the ceiling
boards to become very warped.

The participants of this year's alternate spring1 break in Corbin, Kentucky.
and relocation of industries that
used toprovidelow-skilled stepping stone jobs.
To help families cope with
poverty in rural America, two
senior citizens, Verna and Ray
Wilson founded the Helping
HandProjectinCorbin,KY. The
Wilson's founded this organization remembering that they
received volunteer assistance
during their times of economic
troubles, and believed that they
should now try to provide assistance to people who are living
in poverty during their time of
prosperity.
The Helping Hand Project
runs twoheavily used food pantries in Corbin, KY and Knoxville, TN. Outside of the food
pantries, the Helping Hand
Project also sponsors housing
renovationsforpoverty-stricken
households, The Wilson's invite organizations to send volunteers to work at selected
houses for a week.
So, instead of enjoying the
fun of sun in the far south, or
simply relaxing at home, fourteen Trinity students participated in Alternative Spring
Break,a trip sponsoredby Community Outreach.'
Among the participants in
this two-day, 1,200 mile road
trip to Corbin were Chris Newton '97, Harun Young '97 a.k.a.
the "big man/'Ttoy Costigan
'95, Shannon Sahay '96, Jill
Charlesworth '95, Julia Rising
'95, Stephanie Wood '95, Kathy
Robinson '95, Katie Erksine '96,
Tricia Haneman '95, Samantha
Desmarais '97, Gabe Hyde '97,
Liz Friary '97, and Robert Williams, For the trip, the Trinity
students stayed at Lily Baptist

groups. One group created food
packages for families that were
serviced by this pantry. The
second group separated a couple
thousand good and bad apples
that were received in a shipment earlier that day.
After we finished, we
headed upstairs to the clothing
storage area. In addition to giving food to families, the pantry
also gives away clothes. By 4:30
we were on our way back to the
church. We spent the rest of the
evening going psychotic playing "psychiatrist" to learn more
about each other.
:
The weather cleared tip
Tuesday allowing us to split up
into two groups and go to the
houses that we were supposed
to be working on the day before.
Due to the lack of funding
available to the Helping Hand
Project, we could only focus on
interior and exterior painting
at either work site. That day I
joined the first group to be
dropped off at the Sasser residence, headed by a proud old
woman named Geraldine.
Ever since her husband
died, her family has lacked the
monetary and material resources to maintain the house in
good condition, Despite its age
and lack of upkeep, the little
blue house did not have structural damage that posed any
immediate threats.
The current state of the roof,
•however, created the potential
foi the house to be damaged by
heavy rain or snow fall.
":;"' Upon seeing that one portion of the roof was all tar, Mr,
Wilson asked that either Chris,
or me or his favorite volunteer
go up and place tar on cracks in

ROBERT Wit I I*MS

I think we learned quickly, however, to put our frustrations
aside and do all that was feasible that day.
After George and I finished
on the roof, we joined Chris and
Sam who had been painting in
the living room. With George's
speedy hands we were able to

her husband is currently a full
time student, and not working.
Like the Sasser's, her house does
nothave any structural damage
that is cause for alarm, but does
need several small repairs.
Terry described the group's
work as a morale booster since it
focused on improving the
attractivness of the house. The
group put up wallpaper,
painted, and stacked wood.
Before we left the Sasser's
for the church/George offered
me his black Chicago Bulls hat
that I borrowed when painting
as a symbolic gesture of appreciation for helping out and befriending him. HealsogaveSam
the yellowish-orange hat that
she borrowed to paint in.
We were the benefactors of
similar symbolic expression of
appreciation on numerous occasions throughout our trip.
Mrs. Wilson bent over backwards to make sure that we had
good lunches and dinners: The
day we left, Mrs. Wilson had
Pizza Hut and another local
pizza restaurant donate eight
free large pizzas. Lastly, Mrs.
Wilson had two restaurants give
us excellent, free all-you-can-eat
buffets for two nights in a row.
The overwhelming appreciation expressed by Mrs. Wilson and others shocked many of
us in our modest group who
i inly went expecting to give and
not to receive.
These were the conscious
efforts of Mrs. Wilson and others to facilitate an excellent
Spring Break trip for our group
as a part of unconscious agreement they felt we made by volunteering.
After dinner that evening,
we capped off our long day with
an hour of roller-skating at the
locally popular Finley's, followed by a viewing of "The Piano."
With the weather still pleasant on Wednesday, Mr. Wilson

work of the day was complete.
We ate lunch at Kentucky Fried
Chicken and the thing that surprised our group the most about
earing there was that our meal
was not donated by KFC. Mrs.
Kidd had insisted that she pay
for it despite her economic situation.
I realized then that Mrs.
Kidd was not poor, but marginally poor. She could afford ventures like taking us to KFC for
this one time occasion, but could
not afford either to hire, or buy
the supplies for someone to
make necessary renovations to
her house.
With Mrs. Kidd's kindness
in treating us to lunch in mind,
we were eager to return to finish
painting. After lunch we painted
until it began to drizzle at 4:00
pm. Before dinner, we went to
Cumberland Falls, a 75 foot waterfall on the ou tskirts of Corbin.
After dinner with the
Wilsons at "Kountry Kookin'"
even though most of the group
was exhausted from the three
activity-filled days in Corbin.
About half of the group decided
to stay in that evening and relax.
Thursday morning was a
disappointmentfor us. Wewere
psyched to be finishing the
painting job that we began at
Mrs. Kidd's house before webegan our trek back to Trinity that
evening, The forces of nature
sacked our bright outlook by
raining all morning.
Frustrated once more before we left, not by economics,
but by Spring showers, Mr. Wilson looked at the brighter side
of the slow rainfall, and saw it as
an opportunity to explain the
variety of things that he and his
wife do for the Corbin community.
Wethendrovetooneofhis
favorite museums. This openair museum featured an entire
log cabin community containing numerous 19th and early

Hands-on experience for Trinity students at one of the working sites.
ROBERT WILLIAMS
finish by 4:30 pm, the time when decided that this would be the 20th century artifacts. The exthe second group had returned best opportunity to do some hibit was amazingly detailed,
from their work site.
^exterior painting. I think a few only lacking white corn in the
Terry told me later that the of us had wondered if we would outhouse. After visiting the exsecond group composed of return again to the houses we hibit we enjoyed a final lunch
Harun, Gabe, Tricia, Stephanie, worked on the previous day, with the Wilson's.
Liz, Shannon and herself had feeling that our work was not
After over 3000 miles of
gone to Bernice's house, located complete.
laughs, frustrations, hard work,
in themqrerural areas of Corbin.
For work, Mr. Wilson and singing we returned to Trin' TheimemployedBerniCeis guided us to the Kidd residence ity more informed, satisfied, and
in her early thirties and cares for located near the church. We for some, with a heartfelt yearnthree small children. Outside of began painting all portions of ing to resume our position as
family size, her family is also the house as soon as we arrived. Alternative Spring Breakers next
economically stressed because By lunch time about half our year! '
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Mather: Construction Site or Wrath of Third World Coup?
CAROLINE MAGUIRE
Features Writer

I think in another life I was in some
form of the construction profession becauselseemto have been surrounded by
the renovation of the entire campus this
year.
First I arrived to Trinity and had to
endure the overhauling of North Campus, and now Mather is being renovated.
Of course I am probably overreacting to
these "slight" inconveniences. We must
all be tolerant while the construction is
going on and I should be mature and
endure life's little inconveniences without complaint.

It looks like a scene from "60 Minutes" was seized by the desire to do being in
Perhaps I should be more tolerant.
when they show you footage of a coup in mindIt is after all important to enlarge the mail
a Third World country, Bosnia, or perThe mud is also a problem. It is not room, so that when it takes three weeks
haps when hurricane Hugo hit Florida. conducive to tevas orbirkenstocks. When to get your mail you could camp out in a
It bears a strong resemblance to postCivil War Atlanta after Sherman tore It looks like a scene from '60 Minutes'...of a coup in a
through the landscape.
The other day I saw a tour passing • Third World country...The other day I saw a tour passing
Mather, and I wondered if any of the Mather, and I wondered if any of the parents were going
parents were going to send their children
to send their children to Bolivia for an education.
to Bolivia for an education.
The work should be done by August, according to reliable sources. Of it rained the other day I sank down into nice, new lobby while you wait. And the
course North Campus was also sched- the mud as I walked the three miles "new" Mather will be an improvement
uled for completion early last fall, and as around Mather to get to the entrance to when it finally gets finished in 1997, just
December approached we became skep- the long walk.
before I graduate.
tical. So we should probably expect to be

"Perhaps I should be more tolerant. It is after all important to enlarge the mail room, so that when it takes three
weeks to get your mail you could camp out in a nice, new
lobby while you wait."
However, the other day when I had
to go to the bathroom and found that the
ladies room in the basement of Mather
was missing and a bob cat almost backed
up over me I became annoyed, and my
tolerance level plummeted.
Mather looks like a giant bomb site.

Express Yourself!
Write For Features.

eating in tents next fall and never receiving mail at all.
The construction site could be
thought of as a play ground for the drunk
and disorderly. The other day some very
intelligent people left the keys in a dump
truck, able to be operated by anyone who

Send All Submissions To
Campus Mail #1310
Or Drop Them In Docex.

ALONG T H
This Week's Amazing Question Is...

fyvm Would You Do For A Klondike Bar?
SICS

r

JY 5UAR4 ABRAHAM

Adam Murphy '94
"Eat fried worms/'

MarisaFelt'94
"Run three miles
before I eat it/'

josh Epstein '97
"Kill a man."

Peter Nigra'95
"Explode."

Jenny Cross '96
"President Gerety....
(pause)...no, that
wouldn't take a
kkmdikebar/'

JenHadfield'94
&TedBosco
''What HAVEN'T we
done for a klondike
bar'"
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Help! I Think I'm In Love With My Professor...
Dear Boots and Birks,
I think I may have crossed the line
and there's no turning back now.
I am very attracted to one of my
professors. At the beginning of the semester I thought it was just a silly crush
that would pass.
I used to go to his office hours with
stupid questions just to see him and hear
his sexy voice. But we started having
very intellectual conversations, which
always turned into personal conversations. I learned so much about him and
I find him attractive on the inside, too.
We started meeting at other times,
outside of his office hours. Even on
weekends. We have gone out for dinner
a few times and I've even been over to his
apartment. I really do love spending
time with him.
Things have recently taken a romantic turn. I really want our relationship to
progress.
But he is still my professor for six
more weeks. I know I can earn an 'A' in
his class, regardless of our relationship.
But I'm worried about how things will
affect his decision.
Whatdoldo? What do I say? I don't
want to lose him!
Signed,
•
NOT anything for an 'A'
Dear NOT Anything,
You are playing with fire! Your
relationship with your professor is no

longer a little crush and could have very lately it seems they have become bitter
serious consequences on your academic enemies!
career.
I used to live with one of them last
First of all, it is neither common nor year and now I live with the other in
permitted for students and professors to Jarvis, but am still very good friends
date. It is important that you consider with the first roommate.
the significance of your relationship with
The problem is that the first rooman older man.
mate is not fond of my new roommate.
I realize that you have very string I'm not sure if its jealousy, but I guess
feelings for your professor; nevertheless, that's a pretty good reason to explain all
take some time to consider the practical the tension between the three of us.
side of such a relationship. Do you honI wish that they could just be friends
estly see a future with him? How much again. We used to go out; the three of us,
longer can you keep this a secret from and have a great time! Now, it seems we
your friends and family?
never go out because one always refuses
You might also want to consider the to be around the other.
potential for disaster that your intimacy
It's really beginning to stress me
could have for your professor. Some- out. I hate always having to choose!
thing like this could, and has in the past, They are BOTH my friends. Why can't
ruin a professors's career.
we all be friends?
I am not telling you to break ties
with anyone merely on the basis of age. I
Signed,
understand that you have a lot to share
Three's a crowd
with each other. Rather, I would just like
to see you take some time to evaluate
your involvement with your professor
before your relationship progresses any
further.

Dear Three's a Crowd,
Warring friends—the history of female relationships.
You've got yourself in quite a sticky
situation. You want to hang out with
BOTH of your friends, but they'd rather
have root canal work done before hanging out with each other.
I think it's time you sat down with
your two friends and had a real heart-toheart. You need to explain to them the
uncomfortable position that they have
putyou in. Tell them that you'd rather be
able to all spend time together. But that
they are making you choose between the
two of them.
Maybe such a talk will help you
realize which one is the true friend in the
bunch. Compromise and understanding are essential to true friendship.
Signed,
Birks

Can't Solve Your Problems?

Signed,
Boots
Dear Boots and Birks,
Three's a crowd!
Lately, there's been a lot of tension
between two of my friends. You see, I'm
friendswithbothofthem,buttheyaren't
exactly too chummy themselves. In fact,

Campus Mail Your Letters To Box 1310
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Summer Hous ng

Top Ten Mather Renovations
You Didn't Know About
10. Bookstore to feature Christian
Science Reading Room
9. Dell's Discount Liquors.
8. ConnPIRG to turn Rittenberg into
endangered species preserve.
7. Mud in pit in Cave Tor "Wrestle the
cashier, get vour fries 4 free" contest.
6. Arts <fe crafis vendors lo be replaced
by dirt vendor.
5. V J \ Opium Den.
4, Post Office shooting range.
3. SLRC lo house "Marlon's Massage &
More "
2. Lens Cralicis— ""Beer goggles in
ahiun an h - w "
].

live at New York University in the heart of Greenwich Village while
you work, do an internship, or just enjoy summer in the city.
• Minutes from New York's business and cultural centers
• Apartment-style and traditional residences; single and double occupancy
• Outstanding sports-recreation facility
• Over 1,000 courses offered dav and evening
Housing available May 22-August 13
For more information, call toll free

Tiaie Kiishn^N to w i«ik the from desk
Nw York l/nirersily is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution.

Summer
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Spring Weekend And The Band': Why TheSecrecy?
BY MICHAEL NARDELLI
Features Writer

There are several reasons for our silence. occur, this event, which is awaited in something which quickly cleared up all
Firstly, we are in no way attempting eager anticipation by the majority of doubts I once had concerning the legitito be an elitist organization which pur- Trinity's student body, would be a com- macy of such secrecy.
Spring has sprung...and what does posely withholds this information for plete catastrophe.
TCAC had signed a contract with
this mean to Trinity students?
the sake of having something over evSecondly, it is important to realize Squeeze, securing that the band would
Easier to justify skipping Friday af- eryone else. This silence is for the protec- that the bands which will be playing at headline Spring Weekend. This inforternoon classes, sun bathing on the Quad, tion of the students and of the bands, as
finals quickly approaching, and of
well as the assurance that
" If the information were once again leaked to the
course, the annual Spring Weekthe show will take place.
end festivities.
For ins tance, if it was public...the extra security that would be needed would...
revealed to a local paper
This event, sponsored by the
or radio station tha tbands inevitably force the school to strictly enforce the legal
Trinity College Activities Counare playing a free concert drinking age. Do you really want that to happen?"
cil (TCAC), involves a variety
on Trinity's campus, the
of student bands, Fun Fair,
consequences could be di- Spring Weekend have a huge following mation was leaked to the public, and the
beer, and, most importantly,
sastrous. There are often of non-Trinity students.
an incredible show of "big
Hartford Police Department insisted that
clauses in the contracts
name" bands on Sunday afterTrinity college exIf the information were once again
signed by TCAC and the leaked to the public, and 1500 more
noon. This year, this enormous
pect close to 3000
performing band.
extravaganza of partying will take
non-Trinity stupeople showed than were anticipated,
place between Friday, April 29th and
These clauses are to the extra security that would be needed
dents.
Sunday, May 1st.
protect the band from would cost the school significantly more
Withthenew estimaIt has been commonplace for stu- having to play to a crowd larger than a money for and would also inevitably
tion, TCAC then had to redents to askmembers of TCAC about the certain suitable amount. Trinity must force the school to strictly enforce the
quest more funding from the
bands which will be playing on Sunday estimate the attendance to the show and legal drinking age. Do you
school to provide adequate sereally want that to happen?
curity for the concert.
It took serious persuasion to
As
a
freshman
hear"We are in no way attempting to be an elitist organizaconvince the band to play for such
ing these reasons for setion which purposely withholds this information for the
a huge crowd.
crecy, I was rightfully
concerned
about
I have never been an
sake of having something over everyone else."
tljeir legitimacy.
advocate of anyone playing Big
However, I was reBrother, or attempting to strip me of
afternoon. As a member of TCAC, my use that number as a maximum,
my autonomy as an individual; howresponse, and that of all of the other
Granted, the bands will not person- cently asked to conever, in this instance, it is best for everymembers, mustbe one of false ignorance. ally count every person who is in the struct a history of
om» involved that the information conThe members of TCAC have sworn audience; however, if the estimation is Spring Weekends for
cerning Spring Weekend be kept quiet.
an oath not to reveal the names of the 1800 and the attendance is closer to 3000, TCAC.
Besides, doesn'teveryonelike a good
As I was flipping through the pages
bands until the Tripod officially releases the band then has every right to stop the
them on the Tuesday before the show, show before it starts. If this were to of the Tripod from May 1987,1 found surprise now and then?

"i

1

oncing
For The Tripod next Year?
Elections for fall editorial positions
are only a few weeks away.
if you are interested in editing a
section, writing, or just helping out,
come to one of our meetings.
Meetings are Tuesday nights at
9 PM in The Tripod office.
If you have any questions, call Matthew at X2704 or Jim at XZ979

All are welcome
. «i.'

i.
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Volunteer Work: Philosophy
Peacework is now
Offerings
accepting applications for its Dept
Rights to Spring...
... Around Trinity believes that
this campus all but deserves the fine
weather it has been getting lately,
dammit! After the winter of our
discontent, the skies have opted for
lovely shades of blue, in time for
sunning, outdoor classes, and rockn-jock softball. And while the temperatures and the tundra-esque
winds whipping along the athletic
fields have been closer to autumn at
times, and while there have been
some spells of grey and rain, Around
Trinity reminds those curmudgeons
that a mere month ago it was snowing. We implore you to be patient.
All we are saying is, give Spring a
chance.

These AreThe
Daze(d)
Trinity College should consider
conferring an honorary degree to
filmmaker Richard Linklater, in light
of this past weekend's events. Last
week, Mr. Linklater's film Dazed and
Confused hit the video rental stores,
and before one could say "Check
you later!" its presence was felt at
Trinity. No less than three copies of
the movie (an Around Trinity guesstimate) were in circulation all weekend, amid legions of cultish fans (or
,buds, as the case may have been).
Confirmed sightings of the vid^o included Vernon Street Dormitory,
Jarvis (and the Quad proper), and
Psi-U.

Around Trinity cannot say
enough about the film, which may
be the best party movie ever - pre,
post, and otherwise. A big smiley
face to all those who were enraptured by the'flick's appearance this
weekend. Andifyouhaven'tseenit
yet, please do.
.

Rumor!
Around Trinity is not going to
mention any names for the possible
Spring Weekend bands (although
Acoustic Junction and Dave
Matthews have recently replaced
Counting Crows and The Breeders
as the flavors of the month). However, Ground Trinity does know, beyond doubt, the identity of one of the
bands. In a telltale newsletter released by the band in question, one
of its tour dates/locations is revealed
tobenone other thanTrinity College
on May 1st. Around Trinity hopes
that those in the know can keep it a
secret long enough to guarantee that
they will, indeed come. Mum's the
word!

Pizza...Nabbed!
An Around Trinity source spotted Campus Pizza getingpulled over
by a Hartford Police Officer driving
an unmarked car. The police car was
amodified "low-rider" Volvo with a
spoiler, lettering on the side, and a
faux convertible top. Midway
through the bust, a student politely
waiting for his order eventually interrupted the officer to pick up'his
pizza. The Campus driver didn't get
a ticket, only a warning. One can
only guess whether the driver was
pulled over for speeding, driving on
the wrong side of the street, or running stop signs.

International Volunteer
Projects for Summer 1994.
Interested individuals
should write for more information or application forms
to: Peacework, 305 Washington St., S.W.,
Blacksburg, Virginia
24060 or phone (703)
953-1376 and ask for
Stephen Darr.

Parachuting:
Woodstock Parachute
Center Skydiving School
will commence full operations for the '94 Season
beginning April 16th. For
more info., call 203-9637004.

Religion Dept.
Offerings:
The religion dept. is
offering. Eelg 257-01; Religions of China TR 2-40- '
3:55 p.m. For more info,
contact Gay Weidlich
The Anthropology
Program presents "The
Cultivation of Artifice:
Crafts and Craftiness in a
Cretan Town," by Dr.
Michael Herzfeld, Prof, of
Anthropology at Harvard
Monday, April 25, 7:00
p.m., Alumni Lounge.

Phil 105-01 Critical Thinking WF 2:40 p.m. enrollment limited to 50.
Phil 216-01 Philosophy of
Law TR 1:15 p.m. enrollment limited to 40.
Students interested in the
Anthropology Major
should consult with either
Prof. Frederick Errington or
Prof. Jane Nadel-Klein.

Chapel:
Tues: 5:00 p.m. Evening
Worship
Wed: 5:00 p.m. Evening
Worship
5:30 p.m. Carillon
Class
Thurs: 5:00 p.m. Evening
Worship
Sun: 1:00 p.m. Holy Eucharist Guest Preacher- the
Rev; Dr. Frank Kifkpatrick
Chapel Singers
3:00 p.m. Organ
Recital IanTracey
5:00 p.m. Roman
Catholic Mass
Mon: 5:00 p.m. Evening
Worship

•; • S e n d y o w , ^

Glasilfiecis
Drivers Wanted:
College Students, Retirees,
Anyone To Sell Good Humor
Ice Cream From One Of Our
Vending Trucks. Work OutDoors This Summer. Be Your
Own Boss. Routes Available
In Your Area. Earn $650.00
To $950.00 Weekly. Male Or
Female. Apply Now For
Routes
That Start This Spring And
Summer. Call Mon-Sat 9 AM
To 3 PM Only. 203-366-

2641.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fisheries.
Many earn $2,000+/mo. in
canneries or
$3,000-$6,000+/mo. on
fishing vessels.
Many employers provide
benefits. No exp.
necessary! For more info.
call:
1-206-545-4155 ext.A5079

*EXTRA INCOME ' 9 4 *
Earn $2O0-$500 weekly
mailing 1994
Travel brochures. For more
information
send a self addressed
stamped envelope
to: Travel Network, P.O. Box
612530,
Miami, FL 33161

Foreign
Language Dept:
The foreign language
department has set up a new
program through which
students may do part of the
reading in any given course
in an appropriate foreign
language. For more info.,
contact {Catherine Lahti at
x2378.

: .

• • • ' * : « .

I

Wed-Sat:

The Fugitive (FG-i3)

7:30 p.m.

Fri-Sat:

Romeo is Bleeding(R)

10:10 p.m.

Sun-Tues: What's Eating
Gilbert Grape? (PG43)

7:30 p.m.
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Tennis Team Stays Positive
Through Injury and Defeat
BY GARY DUNCAN
Sports Writer

.
~~

After a spring break of sun, challenge matches and conditioning in Orlando, Florida, Trinity's varsity tennis
team was back in Hartford preparing for
their seasonopeneragainstCoastGuard.
The results of the Florida challenge
matches put Junior Jamie Katzman in the

sets and the doubles team of Adam
Naylor and Nick Morehead who beat
their opponents to give Trinity their only
point of the day.
Putting the Coast Guard trip behind
them, the team looked to turn things
around against Williams with the varsity
and junior varsity contest. This was the
first match on Trinity's home court and
the fan support was unmatched. The

... the Bantam's are maintaining a positive attitude. Captain Adam Beard said, " We suffered some early adversity
with an injury of our top player and two tough losses in
our opening matches. The main thing is that the attitude
of team is still positive."
top seed followed by sophomore power
hitter Tyler Eddy. Jamie Lawrence'95 and
captain Adam Beard '95 are the third
and fourthseed followed by WillMcCord
'95 and freshman John Beach. Rounding
out the roster is sophomore Adam
Naylor.
Unfortunately, the team was forced
to travel to Coast Guard without their
number one player Katzman, who suffered a possible season ending back injury in Florida. This left the number one
responsibilities on the shoulders of Eddy
who battled the Coast Guard's number
one player to no avail.
Outstanding matches were played
by Beard who took his opponent to three

Bantams had their hands full with the
favored Williams team, but made a valiant effort before a packed house. The
results were not what the Bantams were
looking for, but the team as a whole
played very well.
With this weekend behind them, the
Bantams are maintaining a positive attitude. Beard says, " We suffered some
early adversity with an injury of our top
player and two tough losses in our opening matches. The main thing is that the
attitude of team is still positive. We're
looking forward to getting our first win
against Wheaton." The Bantam's next
home match is against Wheaton College
which has been rescheduled for Thursday, April 14th.

uavrouii
Co-captain Chris Bond '95 rallies his team in the rugby l»a«ne last
Saturday. Trinity phned Wesleyan in a fate oft at Trinity. Tin- Bantams
HonwifJi a "score of 26-ft. with the help of new player Joe Aurilio, sidelined
this fall with a strained gludhis maximus. The team travels to Providence,,
RI this weekend to compete with other Division Z teams.

Softball Finishes Week With Double Win Against Clark

Trinity's first home game last Tues- Sarmuk finished off the game. Though
ergy showed and their potential was revealed with a winning score of 5-2, made day was an upsetting loss to Smith. In Trinity was ahead most of the game,
possible by impressive defensive play the beginning, the Bants jumped ovit to a Clark came back in the sixth, bringing
JO-1 lead which they held until the. start the score from 5-1 to 5-3 and giving TrinThe women's varsity Softball team and quick offensive moves.
had a hectic first week of league compePatty Sarmuk '95 did a superb job in of the sixth inning. Freshman Sarah Jubitz ity a scare.
Third bailsman Sue Church '97 hit a
tition, to the pleasure of their coach, Dick her firstgame as Trinity's*! pitcher. She had three hits and three runs. Shortstop
Ellis, they cameoutwithawinningrecord gave up only three hits, walked only one •B.J. Toolan '95 also had an impressive triple in the bottom of the sixth inning to
of 3-1 to start the season. However, the batter and had five clean strike.outs.
week was not without frustration. They Offensively, Trinity scored five runs on With the season opener against Bowdoin, played at Wesbegan with a win against Bowdoin on two hits, in the fourth inning.
the second of April, lost a heartbreaker to
But Trinity's defensive consistency leyan, the Bantams were hyped and ready. Their energy
Smith on the fifth, but bounced back faltered and led to a quick two runs for showed and their potential was revealed with a winning
with a double win over Clark on the Bowdoin. Trinity managed to hold them
ninth.
to these two runs and pulled out a vic- score of 5-2.
With the season opener against tory. It was a great first game which three hits.
get a big insurance run for the Bant's.
Bowdoin, played at Wesleyan, the Ban- psyched up the team emotionally for the
With a defensive lull in the sixth, "We had a great first game and we all
tams were hyped and ready. Their en- rest of the season.
Trinity lost their edge, Six errors made wanted to finish as strong as we started.
allowed Smith to plow in twelve runs, There were a couple runners in scoring
which in him cost Trinity the game. The position when I was up and we really
Bantams had an impressive total of fif- needed to get a few runs. I guess the hit
teen hits, but the six errors in the sixth was what we were looking for," said
inning made a come back impossible,
Church.
Coach Ellis observed that "It was as
In the top of the seventh, Clarkbeif they just lost their spark. They were gan to rally back. They brought the score
working so hard from the start of the up to a dangerously close 6-5. With two
game, fatigue must have j ust set in," The outs, Trinity struggled to get the third,
team was disappointed with their 10-13 WhenClarkloaded the bases, Coach Ellis
loss.
brought in the more experienced vetAfter two good practices, Trinity's eran, Sarmuk to finish the game. Sarmuk
confidence came back. On Saturday the walked in the tying run, but forced the
Bants tested itin a double header against next Clarkbatter to ground out to Toolan.
Clark. The Bantam bats started out a bit
The bottom of the seventh brought
shaky, but their hitting started to im- Stross up to bat. She sent a long shot out
prove, and their confidence followed. to center field which was, unfortunately,
Their offensive plays were very success- caught. Next up was Captain Tracy
ful and the defense almostflawless. Trin- Turner '94 who walked. Pinch runner
ity had only, three errors with a combina- Jen Alspach '96 was sent in to run for
tion of eleven hits and five runs,
Turner. Amanda Smith '96 followed with
Clark was only able to convert their another walk, moving the go ahead run
four hits into one run, though they were to second. Next up, Small flew out to
error free. Toolan had three hits out of center,butbothrunnersadvanced. With
fourtrips totheplate,onebeingadouble. the winning run on third, Clark's pitcher
Sarmuk added another win to her record, threw a passed ball. This allowed Alallowing four hits and only one run to be spach to steal home, winning the game,
scored. The team finished off their 5-1 for the Bants. Trin finished the day with
win
with the first double play of the seveitruns off of seven hits and only two
The Trinity Taek«»nd« club has iuviled Master Sang H. Kim, a seventh
season by Toolan at short and Laurie <
;
V
degree blackbeli, J« host a sell-defense seminar. Kim teaches Trinity
#»>
-V: :
\
: •
Small'96
at
first,
Taekwondo and is also the hud instructor ai SK Taekwondo Academy. He
• B.J. Toolan summed up the feelings
Iri the second game of the double o|the whole team, "We are a young team
is the author of four internationally rrnotraccl nwtiat arts hooks. The
header, Clark perked up. Audrey Stross ai|d we appreciate the patience Coach
seminar will beheld on Saturday. April 2»rd :il 2 p.m. in (ne wrestling
'95 took the mound for the first time since Ellis has with us as well as the confidence
room of the Fwri* Athletic Center and is iip-n to the entire Trinity
high-school/
getting two hits, a stolen he has in us. This was also a great win
community. It *H1 include realistic wll-drfc.ise leihniqiM*, fighting
base and one run. The coach was pleased because we avenged our double hitter
strategy, andeastern martial arts philosophy.
with her performance and ball control.
loss to Clark last season."
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer

Master Kim Teaches Self-defense Seminar
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Men's and Women's Crews Take It To The Limit

In Georgia, The crew teams rise before the
sun to train for a season of high hopes.
BY BEN CLAMMER AND things from a team that has
started off on a good note.
LAURIE MARQUIS
The men began their seaSports Writers
son just
as well. According to
j
After seven hard months Captain Tucker MacLean '95, the
on the water and a rigorous
training session in Augusta,
Georgia over Spring Break, the
Trinity crews finally took their
experience to the water as they

Trinity

^^^

a second race to Williams College following their victory. The
novice lightweights also raced a
close two thousand meters, but
fortunately were able to main-

Q , ^m a f k

Qn W o r c h e s t e r )

races ended in victory for the
men.
Considering the conditions
and the fact that it was the first
sprint of the season, the women

Considering the conditions and the fact that it was the first sprint of
the season... the women and men were mostly pleased. However, they
feel they did not reach their full potential on the water Saturday and
look to inflict considerably more damage at New Englands. As stroke

. MA

Both of the women's novice
eights had unquestionable first
place finishes, too. With these
races, the women secured three
first place wins against Coast
Guard Academy and Smith College. The women's fourboatrace
was cancelled due to weather.
Coaches Stephanie Moore and
Heather Smith expect great

men " we're psyched to finally
race." Unfortunately, the Varsity lightweights lost the first
race by a narrow two seat margin to Coast Guard. The Varsity
heavyweights had-the most decisive win of the men's crews
against W.P.I, and commanded
victory by more than a boat
length. Unfortunately, they lost

tain their Jead throughout the
course and win by only three
seats. The novice heavyweights
won a race by more than a boat
length. As "the heavies" form
and technique continues to improve, so too will their speed.
The Junior Varsity boat lost a
disappointing race to Coast
Guard. In total, three of the six

and men were mostly pleased.
However, they feel they did not
reach their full potential on the
water Saturday and look to inflict considerably more damage
on Coast Guard at New
Englands. As stroke David
Blanton '97 put it, "although we
rocked, work remains to be
done."

The crew teams look forward to much improvement
from here. Their early morning
practices in the snow and double
sessions in Georgia are only a
few of the tasks the crews have
engaged in to insure that when
the season ends, they are the
fastest in New England., More
work remains to be done. Varsity Coach Steve Fluhr and novice Coach Mike Irwin have the
crews working hard because as
all rowers know, their are no
points for second place. Hopefully, this regatta will set a positive tone for (lie remainder of
the season.
Both the men's and
women's Varsity, Junior Varsity
and novice boats race again on
Saturday, April 16 at Lake
Quinsigamond, in Worchester,
MA. They will be competing
againstUMass,Mt. Holyoke and
Holy Cross.

Men's Lacrosse Struggles To Get the Edge On Season Play
continued from page 24

Despite thu rain, the Bantams beat Conn. College.

six goal output. David Rhoads
'95 and Brian Byrne '97 keyed
the intensity of the game, however, they both came out with
- injuries.
Colorado Stadium,home of
the fighting buffaloes, was the
site of the Bants next challenge.
The Bantams destroyed the University of Colorado by a score of
14-7. Keying the offense was
Cartin who tallied five goals.
Learner had two goals and two
assists; Phelps had three goals
and three assists. Kastrud
chipped in two goals, and
Robinson and Franco both had
a goal.
Riding on a three game
undefeated streak, the Bantams
returned to Hartford to play the
Connecticut College powerhouse. On a cold and wet day,
' the Bantams were out to avenge
last year's 21-6 defeat. Avenge
they did just by a tight two goal
margin. The Bantams came out
strong, but a few post shots and
loose footing slowed them
down. In the low scoring duel,
each goal was crucial and it
seemed no phe could] get the
edge. In the fourth quarter
Ronan,KastrudandFranco took

over. Franco took the face off
and streaked down the field
feeding a wide open Cartin,
putting the Bantams up 5^4, On
the next possession Kastrud
weaved his way through the
Camel defense and, as he lost
his footing, ripped a goal to put
the game away and add to his
three goal performance. Although the offense scored when

wide open Learner in front of
the net Who tiedthescoreof5-5.
With Tansill behind the goal at
the forty seconds mark, he faked
and took a shot on net, sealing
what all thought was a victory.
But with three long seconds left,
a right handed rip by the jumbo
attackman David Perry, Tufts
took the game into overtime
with a score of 6-6. There was no

Saturday's game was equally important, but
far more disappointing for Trinity as they
matched up against Tufts at home.
needed, the unbelievable performance put out by Goalie
phonon Edward Ronan saved
the victory for the Bantams.
Saturday's game was
equally important, but far more
disappointing for Trinity as they
matched up against Tufts at
home. The Bants came out slugr
gish and quickly the Jumbo's
were up with a score of 3-1. Trinity play picked up in the third
quarter, but the they were only
able to capitalize on one opportunity, paving the way for an
unbelievable last five minutes.
Down by one, Cartin found a

score in the first overtime. Tensions mounted. Halfway
through the second overtime, in
a fast break situation, a Jumbo
middle ended the game with a
shot that eluded goalie Edward
Ronan. Trinity was defeated 76.
The team plays Springfield
at home on Thursday and MIT
away on Saturday. The team
needs someone interested in
keeping the books for the lacrosse team. For being the statistician, a small reimbursement
is offered. Please call Coach Darr
at ext. 2060.
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Nationally Ranked Women's Lacrosse Looks To Defend Title
continued from page 22

Saturday, the team traveled to Tufts and tore up the
field once more with a 9-7 victory, Though Tufts got the first
goal, Trinity responded by scoring four in a row. At the half,
Trinity was up by one with a
score of 6 to 5. The defense felt
strong and the offense was determined to improve the first
half shooting percentages.
The two teams were tied 77 for some time until Burnham
scored with a beautifully placed
shot. The final goal was scored
by Berkman. A Junior Varsity
win followed with a score of 167 over Tufts' Junior Varsity. The
team returned to Trinity with
hope for another great season.
Tufts was an important win for
morale and standings.
All in all, the team is working well together. They continue
toprovethatthelossoflastyear's

front line has not and will not
make a difference. To date, they
are seeded third in their division.
Sharon Fernandes '96 continues to show tremendous talent in the goal, with an exceptional performance in the game
against Bloomsburg, Freshmen
Jenny Dakin and Peachy SadikKahn have been a vital part of
the defensive line. Jones has
also made her mark by scoring
several goals despite her position as defensive wing.
Both JV. and Varsity have
theirnext game athome on Tuesday against Smith. On Saturday
and Sunday, the team travels to
Bates and Colby.
Coaches Shepperd and
Meek expect great things from
their teams this season. Possibly, Trinity has in its future yet
another NCAA bid. Come out Co-captain Braxton Jones faces off with opponent from longtime rival
and see.
Connecticut College. Trinity upset Conn with a score of 9-3.

Stepping Up to Bat...

KELLY COLUS

SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING
"AN OUTRAGEOUS, WILD & CRAZY COMEDY.
KATHLEEN TURNER IS HILARIOUS."
- Susan Granger. CRX/AMERICAX MOVIE CLASSICS

KATHLEEN

A
New
Comedy
By
John
Waters,
KELLY COWS
Trinity steps up to bat against Coast Guard.
continued from page 24
double brought Ranieri home,
The games were split, Amherst earning Trinity's third arid final
won the first game, Trinity won run.
the second. The score in the first
On the mound, Carbone did
was 13-9. In the forth inning, a fantastic job, pitching five and
Trinity tied up the score at 4-4 two-thirds innings. Sportinghis
when Rooney singled to bring new specs, he befuddled the
Dan Coppola '95 home and Lord Jeff s with his "wild thing"
Charlie Bowes '97 brought in type fast ball. He was relieved
Carbone off a single. Ranieri then by Rob Dowling '95 who, with
doubled to bring in the two men his excellent fast and curve ball,
on base, Rooney and Bowes. In set Garth Ballantyne '97 up to
the fifth, Carbone collected two close the game. With one out
RBI's and a third run was earned and men on first and second,
to make the score 9-4. How- Ballantyne struck his firstbatter
ever, in the bottom of the fifth, out and Ranieri caughtafly ball
Amherst got a total of 8 runs. deep in center for the third and
The defense was out of position final out of the game. The fans,
and made a couple costly errors. as well as the team, went wild
Amherst placed the ball in the with excitement over the vichole and Trinity was not in posi- tory.
As you can see, the team is
tion. Unfortunately, Trinity was
not able to make up the needed coming into the next week of
games on the upswing. On
runs.
However, they redeemed Tuesday, they host WPI at 3:30.
themselves by winning the sec- On Thursday, they host Teikyoond game, 3-2. Tighe and Post University at 3:30. The bigCoppola both got RBI's in the gest game of the week is the
firstinning to bring home Robby double header at Wesleyan on
Kane '97 and Ranieri. Trinity Saturday. It will serve as the
maintained this lead until the mid-season mark. As much as
sixth inning when Amherst they await beating Wesleyan on
scored two runs. The score was their home turf, it seems that
tied at 2-2 going into the bottom Trinity's ball club has made
of the sixth inning. Owens good use of this common phidoubled deep in left field, a deja- losophy in sports: "One game at
vu 1992 experience for him. His a time."

SAM
WATERSTON

RiCKI
LAKE

SAVOY PICTURES Presents A POLAR ENTERTAINMENT Production A Film By JOHN WATERS
KATHLEEN TURNER "SERIAL MOM" SAM WATERSTON RICKI LAKE And SUZANNE SOMERS sjSBONES HOWE "tBASIL POLEDOURIS
g JANICE HAMPTON And ERICA HUGGINS &S ROBERT STEVENS, A.S.C. ttJOSEPHCARACCIOLO.JR, j
o n q K i E s s u i ^ JOHN FIEDLER And MARK TARLOV gtfJOHN WATERS

Wednesday, April 13
10:00 PM
Cfnestudio
300 Summit Street

Passes Available at
the Mather Campus Center Lobby
April 12 and April 13 5:00-7:00 PM
Prasentad by
Clnestudio
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Women's Lacrosse Team Begins Another Winning Season
BY CYNTHIA H. LEONARD
Sports Writer

Despite the fact that the sun has yet
to shine on our days, and spring still
seems a million years away, the clouds
have managed to stay away from the
women's lacrosse field. They have begun their season with a bang, claiming
victories over their first three opponents.
While in Tampa during Spring
Break, the women trained at Eckerd College Team Camp. They had double sessions in thehotsun,playedagame against
Bloomsburg College and numerous

by scoring in the first twenty-four seconds of the game. The team then proceeded to score seven more goals in the
first half. Co-captains Lindsay Davidson
'94 and Braxton Jones '94 were crucial
players in the game, each with several
successful shots on goal and numerous
assists. In the starting line up were returning players Sarah Berkman '96 and
Sanny Burnham '95 who helped out the
offense.
Though the defense saw little action, they played an aggressive game,
with defensive wing Sarah Menoyo '95
adding to the offensive play. Junior Col-

...the team is working well together. They continue to
prove that the loss of last year's front line has not and will
not make a difference. To date, they are nationally ranked
third in division three.

KELLY COLUS
Trinity's Sanny Brunham defends Connecticut College in the game
last Thursday when the team continues their 3-0 undefeated season at home

innersquad scrimmages. Though Trinity leen Smith held the defense together as
and Bloomsburg were two evenly Amy Moore '95 worked close by. A very
matched teams, they earned their.vic- impressive game was played by offentory. The final score was 9-7 against this sive freshman Jory Waldman, from
division two team. The women had all whom great things are expected. Coach
the momentum they needed to start the Robin Shepperd was impressed with her
team's power, but not surprised. A Junseason off right.
ior
Varsity game, coached by Tanya
After the team returned to school,
they proved their worth to all the home ' Meek, followed where Trinity again
fans with a 9-3 win over Connecticut plowed over Conn College. Bentley
College. This year's slam was quite dif- Weiner and Sarah Henkle, both
ferent from last season's game when sophmores, lead new players to their
Conn College ended Trinity's 13-0 win- first victory.
ning streak. Robin Leary '95 set the pace
please turn to page 21

Track and Field Lack Numbers; Fly High with Record Setting
Harding's first place finish inboth the 5K showed us some good performances." lack of depth, they will continue to be
race and the 1,500 meters. He caught The future of the Men's and Women's tough to beat.
The team runs against U Mass, Mt.
Wesleyan's All-American Joe Mahoney 1994 Track and Field team will depend
Tripity Men's and 'Women's Track. on the last lap to win with a time of on these young guns. Though the team is Holyoke and Holy Cross at Worcester
PVeVAteamiostthelt fast dual meet
of the 1994 seas on on Saturday to visiting Rob Cibbtri' '9'7"who won" the d'iscu&S Two school records' were broken by Rob Norton '97 and
Wesleyan. The Men's loss was especially throw at a distance of 37.33, and Matt
painful losing by a single point, 81-80; Bare '97 who won the shot put with a Dave Spector '97. Norton broke the Trinity Men's record
the Women's loss was by a score of 83 to throw of 11.94 meters. In the 400 meter
run the Bantams swept the race with Bill in the 400 meter hurdles with a sizzling time of 57:16.
60.

BY BRIAN WOODWARD
Sports Writer

Co-captain Steve Harding '94 emphasized one of Trinity's
weaknesses, "we don't have the numbers." Though Trinity did turn in some excellent individual performances,it
wasn't enough to compensate for Wesleyan's sheer numbers.
Entering the meet, Trinity believed
they were fairly evenly matched with
their traditional rival. The difference in
both the Men's and Women's events was
Wesleyan's depth. Co-captain Steve
Harding '94 emphasized one of Trinity's
weaknesses, "We don't have the num.bers."Though Trinity did turn in some
excellent individual performances, it
wasn't enough to compensate for
Wesleyan's sheer numbers.
There were notable individual performances, turned in by Bantam athletes,
including two school records broken by
Rob Norton '97 and Dave Spector '97.
Nortonbroke the Trinity Men's record in
-the 400 meter hurdles with a sizzling
time of 57:16. Spector broke the school
record in the pole vault at a height of 13
feet 8 inches.
Other exceptional performances
turned in by the Men's squad were Steve

Bannon'97 placing first.
Members of the Women's squad had
excellent performances as well. Leading
the way for the Lady Bantams were two
first place finishes by Michelle Miller '97
and LisaMichelizza'94. Miller, a fantastic sprinter, won the 100 meters in 13:28
seconds, and the 100 meter hurdles in
15:47. MicheBzza took the women's discuss with a throw of 34,28 feet, and the
hammer throwat 42.71 feet, 14feetlonger
than her second place competitor. Other
first place finishes for the Lady Bantams
included Christine Siegfried '95 winning
the long jump, Alyson Guild '97 the 400
meter hurdles, and Michelle Stone '95
winning the 200 meter run.
Despite losing the meet to Trinity's
fiercest rival, there was a sense of optimism felt at the conclusion of the meet.
Coach Suitor commented, "overall we
were very happy. The younger runners

Imports of India
2 5 % off Everything
Tapestries, Rugs, Clothing, andGiftware
Canton Village, Rt 44
693-4387
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-6, Sat: 9:30-5

Spector broke the school record in the pole vault at a
height of 13 feet 8 inches.
.
fairly young, the performances turned in
by freshmen like Norton, Spector, and
Miller, give plenty of hope. Undoubtedly, the more experience the Bantams
get under their belt,-the better they will
be. If the Bantams can overcome their

next Saturday. Though the team expects
problems with numbers, they feel their
individual strengths will carry them to
success in the 1994 season. Because of the
youth of the team, perhaps for more seasons to come.

The Writing Center
Individual Tutoring Services
Located at 115 Vernon St.
Hours:
Monday through Friday
1:00 — 4:00 PM
Monday through Thursday
6:30 —9:30 PM
Late night hours in Mather Hall
Sun, Mon, and Thurs 10 PM 'til Midnight
Drop in or call 2468 for an appointment.

Sarah's Sports Trivia
BY SARAH SCARBOROUGH

1. Who slammed a three-run homer in Yankee Stadium's first opening-day game?
2. How many points are awarded for a safety
touch in am average football game?
3. In the Olympic Symbol, what do the five
rings represent?
4. What was football star Elroy Hirsch's
nickname?
5. What baseball team did Ernie Banks
spend his entire career playing for?
6. What four tennis tournaments make up
tennis' Grand Slam?
7. What track and field event can you use
the scissors in?
8. What are the Liberty, Gator, Hula, Pecan, and Bluebonnet?
9. What golfer is nicknamed "The Golden
Bear?"
10. What sport is known as "The Sweet
Science?"
11. What position do baseball's Cy Young
Award winners play?
secutive misses eliminate
a high jumper?
13. What was the first U.S.-based team in
the NHL?
14. What sport gives you 24 square feet to
shoot at? •
15. What's the distance between the pitcher's
rubber and home plate in baseball?
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lAthletes Of the Week
Rob Norton and Dave Spector
Two school records were broken this
week by new track members Rob
Norton and Dave Spector, both in the
class of 1997. Norton broke the Trinity
Men's record in the 400 meter hurdles
with a sizzling time of 57:16. Spector
broke the school record in the pole vault
at a height of 13 feet 8 inches.
Congratulations. We look for great
things from you two for the next four
years.

This Week in Sports:
TUESDAY, APRIL 12
Varsity Baseball vs. WPI at 3:30 HOME
Women's Varsity and JV Lacrosse vs. Smith at 4:00 HOME
WEDNESDAY,APRIL 13
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Men's Varsity Tennis vs. Amherst at 3:30 HOME
Trinity Track Invitational at 3:30 HOME
THURSDAY, APRIL 14
•
Varsity Softball vs. Coast Guard at 4:00 away
Varsity Baseball vs. Teikyo-Post at 3:30 HOMB,,,
,, Men's Varsity Lacrosse vs. Springfield at 3:30 HOME
SATURDAY, APRIL 16 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
AU Crews vs. UMass, My. Holyoke, & Holy Cross at Worchester
Varsity Softball vs. Merchant Marine Academy at 1:00 HOME
.
Varsity Baseball vs. Wesleyan at 12:00 away
Men's Varsity Lacrosse vs. MIT at 1:00 away
Women's Varsity Lacrosse vs. Colby at 3:30 away
Varsity Track vs. WPI at 1:00 away
SUNDAY, APRIL 17
Women's Varsity Lacrosse vs. Bates at 11:00 away
MONDAY, APRIL 18
Varsity Baseball vs. Albertus Magnus at 3:30 away

SUPPORT TBMITS
ATHLETICTEAMS

Tuesday: $3.50 Pitcher Night
Thursday: $4.00 Pitchers
What Should Marty's Message to the Class of '94 Be?
Entries 40 characters or less. Deadline is May 4th.
Winner Gets a Keg.

Come on down to The View for Lunch or Dinner.

TRIPOD

SPORTS

Baseball's 'Boys of Summer' Take the Field In Hartford
Sports Writer

Itisnotyetsummer,butthe
boysofsummerareheremHartford Thoughitisonly April,the
T r " : tv baTeball
;ball team
team has
has done
lrinuy ^^jive
,\\nZ\xpand
traveling
up and
roi.nve
feast coast. Finally reaTrrd^theirhome field, their

^eSTtl-ftheseventeengameswereplayedinPermXaniactHaverford College
on MarchJOrt, — *"*««

They soon after began a week
full of wins. The first victory of
this week was against the United
States Coast Guard Academy.
The game was a shut out. The
11-0 victory was a good indication of the quality of the team.
Offensively, Mike Ranieri '96
was a stand out. He was 4 for 5
on the day and earned 4 RBI's.
Matt Sullivan '95 also had a stellar performance. He was 2 for 4
with 2 RBI's. The two pitchers
for Trinity were David Henry
'96 and Courtney Little '95.
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Tim Rooney explained,
The double header against got our feet wet.
In Florida we were comfortable and played
well, plus we came hack in good shape."
The preseason action
helped Trinity prepare for their
season opener against the University of Bridgeport on April
1st, which they won handily 71. The following day, the Bantams hosted Middlebury for a
double header which was not as
successful. The two game loss
against Midd was not what the
team expected. Though the
players were flat, this was more
6,4-5)
6,4-5) and M e y s t College a result of the number of games
(2-13), a good ball club from
W e s o t a . They returned_to and traveling. They were not
'1SriiV^»l* a wewji of 7-3. t_o- coming into the double header
captain Tim Kooney '94 ex- •with "fresh feet." Still, Trinity
plained, "The double header ga ve MiddJebury a run for their
against Haverford got our feet money with the respectable
wet. In Florida we were com- scores of 7-4 and 9-8.
fortable and played well. Plus,
With the Bantams ready to
we came back in good shape." continue their winning tradition,

picked up their firsttwowms of
the season from this double
header. For spring break the
club traveled to Ft. Myers
Florida where they played 8
games. Their opponents ranged
from University of Saint Thomas and Augsburg Collegeto
Bethel College and St. John s
Th team's only

Trinity players congratulate each other as they bring in a run
against Coast Guard Academy last Tuesday at home. Their record to date is 11-6.
Overall, there were only 6 hits
given up and 3 strikeouts.
Rooney commented, "Henry
gave the team a good start and
gotitback onits winningtracks.
He pitched solidly... both he and
Little threw strikes."
The .iearss winning ways
continued as' the team traveled
to Worcester to take on Clark
University. Here they picked up
a 14-2 win, The Bantams were
hot, they scored nine runs in the

first inning." Chris Donahue
'95, Peter Tighe'95, Al Carbone
'95 and Ranieri all had outstanding performances to help the
team pick up this victory. Cbcaptain Tighe was 4-5 on the
day and also picked up 4 RBI's.
No doubt this player was on
fire! Donahueand Carbone each
earned 2 RBI's. Ranieri, always
a consistent player, was 4 for 5
with 1 RBI. What made this game
so impressive was the pitching.

Ryan O'Connell '95 pitched the
first seven innings before Donny
Gowan '95 pitched the eighth
and Mark Popeleski '96 closed
the game. Gowah commented
on O'Connell's pitching, "He
was throwing fire!" Credit also
goes to the superb defense for
their fielding expertise.
On Saturday, Trinity
played a double header against
top ranked Amherst College.
please turn to page 21

Men's Lacrosse Continues Tradition of Excellence
BY PETER RHOADS
Sports Writer

Tradition runs deep in the
history of lacrosse, and with the
emergence of spring, Trinity remains faithful to this tradition.,
Mohawks, spring, camaraderie
and the annual trip during break
are all part of this tradition for
Trinity's men's lacrosse. This
spring, the Bantams have reset a
tradition of excellence as they
run their season record to 4-1.

Learner '97, as well as midfield
Greg Franco '96 and Winston
Binch '97. They rounded off the
scoring with one goal apiece.
For a change of weather and
climate the lacrosse team traveled to mountain filled Colo- .
rado to play Colorado College
and The University of Colorado
during Spring Break. The Bantams took the Colorado College
field with reckless abandon as
they rolled over the highly
touted Colorado College team

Riding on a three game undefeated streak, the
Bantams returned to Hartford to play the
Connecticut College powerhouse. On a cold
and wet day, the Bantams were out to avenge
last year's 21-6 defeat.
Days before spring break,
the lacrosse team traveled to
what seemed to be the only
"snowless" field in Connecticut.
Here, they defeated Roger Williams, a team that has only lost
two games in two years. With
an-even balanced attack, Trinity
found offensive weapons on
both sides of the field. Gus
Phelps' '95 had a three goal offensive surge, and midfield scoring was split between Luke
Tansill '96, Mike Robinson '94
and Mark Kasrud '94 each had
two goals. Complementing the
scoring leaders were attackmen
Greg Cartin '96 and Joseph

14-6. Leading the attack's eight
goals surge was again Phelps
with a five goal output. Cartin
scored two goals and had one
assist. Jordy Davis '95 tallied one
goal and one assist. Leading the
midfield Kastrud had three
goals and Tansill had two goals
and three assists. Franco and
Robinson both had two assists,
and Carter Agar '95 finished off
the scoring with a goal as well.
The defense made up of Jon
Lerner '97, Josh Newsome '95,
Ryan Hankard '96, Rob Weber
'94 and Edward Ronan '96, held
the Colorado attack to a mere
please turn to page 20

Trinity's #32 scraps for the ball in the game against Connecticut College
last Tuesday, a game the Bantams won 6-4.

Inside The Tripod.,.
Softball wins two against Clark
Men's and Women's Crew
Track si-Is records
Another winning season for Women's lacrosse

KELLY COLLIS

